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Dukes face red-hat Rams

Zirkle House artists unravel vibrant
colors and dismantle crashed cars.

Rhotie Island calls on IMU this BweJrciirf with freshman quarterback Clayton
Matthews at the helm
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Groups organize disaster relief efforts
New group aims to 'Make a Difference,' ojjfers support as students cope with tragedy
BY KYRA PAI'AIII

contributing writer
In response to List week's
tragedies, main students want

tocontiibutetoraUd effort*
In addition to thi' enierRBncy Wood drives throughout

Hamtonbuig md the nation,
I ML' organizations .ire acottng
Other means of relief.

The Offioe of the Reglstnu

■Oil an e-mail to JMl students
Monday, detailing ways Oft how
individuals can Like part in
relief ettorts
The Studenl (.ovemment
Association, FacffltHM
Man
•igement
and
Human
Resources Department joined
to set up drop-ofi catitea tor
people to donate MpptteB need
ed by the \ utims ot last week's
terrorist ada
Sophomore
Ashley
Morris, SGA vice president CM
Student Affairs, said. "We n
accepting anything people
think might help people In
New York (after) the current

tragedy BO we laally encourage people to stop in to the
Office and make donations of
either items or time."
MonetaT)
donations
in
either cash or cheek an' acceptBd at the Warren Hall Box
OffiOB and i*ther campus locations. Interim Director ot
Human
Resources
Brian
Charette Bald, "The money is
being divided three tvayi one
third to the United Way. one
third to the Red t ross M\A one
third to the Salvation Army."
SGA President David Mills
said, "A lot of the money is

Management has volunteered
the trucks to take all the supplies to the Salvation Army,"
i hatette said

-u... it was really neat

how quickly such a
large team from
different groups came
together in this effort.
— Brian Charette

going to Bptocnwhcad coat En

Human Resource*

these non-protit gRMlpa like
tnu ks man-houn and Baa."
Charette said, "I thought it
Wtt really neat how quickly
Midi a large team from different groups came together m
this effort. Usually something
like this takes | long time to

55

coordinate
"Once we have full loads at
all of our locations, Facilities

According to the e-mail, as
the items are collected, they will
be sent from the Harrisonburg
SalvattOfl Armv to Washington,
DC. and New York.
The Salvation Army is
requesting items mdl as blankets, adult-sized socks, foot

powder, hot beverage mixes,
packaged cereal and granola
bars, duct tape, mailing sup
plies, toiletry items and flashlights with batteries.
It is also asking for medical
supplies
including gauze,
bandages and medical tape in
Sealed packaging.
Senior Peter Swerdzewski,
coordinator for the SGA collection site, said, "It was an unfortunate thing that happened,
but having all of us band
together for the common cause
says a lot. It's allowed us to
meet other people, and this is a
really good thing'
Another group, Making a
I titference is interested in contributing to support after the
tragedy It is a newly organized
support group formed by students and faculty from the
School of Psychology.
Aiming to "complement the
efforts of the JMU Counseling
and Student
Development
Center and other services on

campus," Making a Diffeamceis
available to help individuals
and groups deal with the axvnl
crisis by listening to individual
stories, offering support and
information and helping others
use their sta*ngths and resources
to aid in the current disaster
relief ettorts in our country,
according to the SGA Web site
uniii'jmuA'iUior^^vn'UiiMtml.
The
Psychologv
Pan
Advisors,
members
ot
Counseling and Psychological
Services, Chi Sigma Iota and
other psychology graduate students are among the group's
volunteers. Students may direct
ideas, concerns and questions
to Johnston Hall Room 1H or
call \-S6214.
Houn BSE
Monday to Thursday from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday 1 p.m.

MI-

\HW pap !

Crailuaiioii requirements
I May 2002 graduation
1
applications due Oct 15
IBA requirements — minimum 6 credits ot foreign
language and a philosophy class other than one
taken for GenEd requirements
I BS requirements — extra
natural or social science
class and a math class
other than one taken for

(MM

Hot chocolate packeta
Gauze, tape, bandagae
■few
Duel tape
Packaging tape
Btriea
ishliahte
BatterJae
booties Tor naacua doga

Bring Items To

Univeraity Information Doak,
College Center:
M-F Ba.m -10p.m.
SGA Office, Taylor 234:
M-F Wm m -6 pm
to 3 p.m.
Human Resource Office,
Cither events have been
University Services Building
organized for relief efforts
Suite 202:
Six bands performed at
"COOL AID!" in PC Ballroom

sec STUDENTS, page 5

Grad
process
gets early
start
Bv RVLA NAVVI I ii
contributing wruer
For graduation each year, ■
number of Students tail tit meel
the school's requirements I as]
Mat however, more Students
than usual had this problem,
according to Sherry Hood, the
Registrar's Office department
head. In response* the university
is requiring new, earlier Je.nlhnes KM graduation appUcaliofll,
Applications tor May 2002 graduation an.' now due CX1.15.
Part of the problem was that
last saiwaslai ■ new oomputei
system
was put in place to
keep track of seniors, Hood
said. The system "was not as
detailed as their former automated system, and it's still not
there yet," she said
Hood said lhal other schools
require their bachelor applications earlier than IMU had in the
pasl. "We decided to start cheeking the seniors earlier BM said
"Right now we contact the seniors the semester (they are graduating). Our goal is to gel all the
applications in the summer
before M. W| M ill have a lull vear
(lo work witli students)."
Michael Stoloff. director of
undergraduate
psychology,
works with about 3<) advisors
who work with students in the
psychology department
I 1st yeac primarily bacaute
we didn't benefil Boot the
Academic Progress
Report,
(RAP. anteta), the task of act
demk advising became more difficult," he said. "The Records
Office has ibo set an Od 15
deadline for May graduation
application, [hey plan to verity
thai student- have completed
graduation requirements by
lanuary, allowing them to after
spring schedules it then'is a deli
uencv. I In- should be a much
better syslem than checking
graduation requmments during

Adult aocks
Foot powcMjri
Energy bans

joi)YwoM14ita!TtiiV

Top: SGA President
David Mills, center,
speaks Monday at the
symbolic reopening of
the Madison Center
located In Wilson Hall.
Phil Bigler. left.
Madison Center director, sits with the new
JMU time capsule to be
opened In 50 years.
JMU President Llnwood
Rose, right, spoke at
the ceremony about the
Importance of the center.
Below: Sophomore
Brittany White signs a
copy of the U.S.
Constitution while
sophomore Halleluya
Samuel waits to sign.
Time Capsule

.001-2051

DAVK K\M/ct*itnbuiti}( phMographer

Documenting history
JMU ties national Constitution Day celebration signings
to Madison Center reopening, time capsule dedication
^
contributing writer
Americans across the nation
celebrated the creation of the
Constitution of the United
States of America. Monday was
Constitution Day, an annual
national holiday held to celebrate
the
birth of
the
Constitution and to recognize
the continued importance the
document holds today
Student!
and
faculty
observed the hollda) with .1
symbolic signing of
the
( .institution, the reopening of
BY MATT MCCI I SKI

the MadJaon Canter and the
leaUngol ■ ttmacapwle
The fcattviMea began al noon
On the commons, when1 BtU*
dent-, wan invited to .uld tlieir

signatures to a giant copy of the
< onstitution.
I iir
copies
of
the
Constitution were distributed for the first 1,000 signers, along with issues of
The Constitutional Gazette,
an annual publication by
the National Constitution
Committee.
The goal of this holiday,
according to John Bogle,
t halnnan of NCC, is to
remind the American public of
how the Constitution has
"defined, defended and driven
our n'public."
Once the symbolic signing
COndudedi ■ dedication ceremony for the reopening of the
lames MadtfOP Center was

held on the steps of Wilson
Hall. JMU President Linwood
Rose, Student Government
Association President David
Mills and new director of the
Madison Center, Phil Bigler,
each spoke to the gathered
audience. John Douglas Hall
appeared as James Madison
and spoke to the audience in
character
The Madison Center,
located on the second floor
of Wilson Hall in room 205,
opened two years ago to
develop and raise "|student's] awareness ... of
James Madison, of his
name
and
his
ideas,"
according to Bigler.

*r CONSTITUTION, page 3
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Students to attend D.C. anti-war protest
Student
activists
arc
preparing
to
travel
lo
Waehrngton, DC, Sept. 29 to
attend an anti-war demonstration tli.it w.is iirigin.illy scheduled .1- .1 World Hank and
International Monetary Fund
ptotaal
The World Hank and th*
1MI ouioaled tlieir upcoming
annual meetingi in downtown Washington on Mondav
in the wake of last week's ler
ronst attacks.
World
Bank
PreaiderU
|.> in.-- nUfmaohn and IMF
Managing
Direitoi
I lorsl

><u-

jscarj^AfJ!

Kohktf issued a |oinl statenx'nt
Monday, etating ih.it tlx' decision to not hold the meetings
Sept. 2" to 50 cam ate consulting with (ederal officials
and government members ol
the two groups.
The statement said, "This
decision WSJ taken out of
deepest respect and sympathy
tor the t.uiulu-s of all those

touched by the horrific events
ol last Tuesday, and in order

to dedicate law ctnfonainajil
personnel fully to the exlraordlnary and immediate priorities al hand '

On Saturday. Sept. 29, the
International Action Center
(IAC)
"had
planned
fo
demonstrate against the Bush
administration's reactionary
foreign and dofflOSth policy
and the IMF and World
Bank" in front of the While
House, according to the IAC
Web site.
The IAC Web site states
thai it aims to support and
pmvide "information, activism
and resistance lo U.S. militarism, war and corporate
greed, (while| linking with
struggles against racism and

oppression wilhin the I rated

Stales."
The Web site'states, "In light
of the current crisis, with its
tragu conaaauencaa lor so
main thousands ol people, we
have refocused (lie call for our
demonstration to address the
immediate danger |v«s,sl In
racism and the grave threat of a
new war"
The IAC dcmonstiation
opposing war and racism will
take place Sept. 29.
Junior Progn'ssive Coalition
member |cnny Shockomoclil
said the group is organicIng

ettorts to attend the war
pretest She said she hopes
approximately VI to 40 itu
dents will join her in tin'trip to
Washington, D.C. called U'l
On the bus."
I would preset we i.mk to
solutions smh as an Interne
tion.il trial instead ol bombing
a counlrv that has slreadi been
devastated by civil WSJ
Shockenioehl said II we want
to maintain [our] national
uleals ol iiisti.r we need to
respond to this [terrorist] ad in
a legal w aj

comj
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chapter one, contact Archie 434-6822
• Peer Advisors available in Johnston 113,1 to 3 p.m. to talk to

• l\vr A.h bon tvailable in |ohn>ton 11X 111 a.m. to 7 p.m., to
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Beyond the Burg
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m how to complfllta bachelor'• choree through a
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KIM MCKI N/II

police reporter

from Greek Row between Sept. 14 at 9:30 p.m.
and Sept. 15 at 12:30 a.m.
• A JMU student reported an unknown individ-

Today

pus Sept. 16 between 1 and 2 am
The case was turned over to the Hamsonburg

ual allegedly cul a bike lock chain and removed

Showers

a bike from the Ashby Hall bike rack. The event

High 75 Low 55

Police Department and is curranty under investi-

reportedy occurred between Sept. 15 al 5 p.m.

gation.

and Sept 16 at 12 p.m.

In other matters, campus police report the following:

Underage Possession ol Alcohol

A sexual assault reportedy occured oft cam-

•

Megan J. Bruch. 20. of Springfield was

Horoscope

High

Low

Friday

Sunny

80

55

Thunderstorms

78

54

Peeping Tom

arrested and charged with underage posses-

Saturday

•

sion ot alcohol Sept 15 at 1:15a.m. while walking south-bound on Neff Avenue.

Sunday

Sunny

77

55

Monday

Thunderstorms

75

51

A Peeping Tom was seen outside Blue Ridge

Hall Sept. 15 at 9 p.m. The subiect reportedly
was a white male, about 5-teet 7-inches. wear-

• Non-students Krystal N. Pittington.

ing a grey sweat shirt and dark pants

Timberville,

No suspect has been found.

Jaclyn

H

Showalter,

12

Comics

22

FOCUS
Our Flag was Still There

of

13

STYLE

18, of
18.

12

Crossword

Tmberville and Cathenne L Taylor, 20, of
Hamsonburg were arrested and charged with

Reality TV Shows

15

Suspicious Persons
• A non-student was found trespassing in the

underage possession of alcohol Sept. 15 at
12:03 p.m. on University Boulevard

Anthony's Hollywood Minute

15

Hillside computer lab. Sept. 14 at 10:31 p.m.

• Peter G. Costanzo. 18, of Chincoteague, was
arrested and charged with underage posses-

The subject was escorted off campus

MARKET WATCH
Wednesday. SepMnaer IS, 2001

OOW JONES
144.27

sion of alcohol Sept 15 at 12:47 am
Petty Larceny

• Jenifer E. Cox, 19. ot La Plata, Md.. David B.

• A JMU student reported a rear license tag
removed from a vehicle in R7-lot between Sept.

George. 20. of Colonial Heights and Laura K.
Schreffler, 19 ol Mill Creek. WV were arrested

9 at 5 p m and Sept 14 at 6 p.m.

and charged with underage possession of alcohol Sept 15 at2:02am. in G-tot

• A JMU student reported the theft of a license
tag in Rt-lol between Sept. 7 and Sept. 14

•

• A JMU student reported the theft of a bicycle

arrested and charged with underage posses-

James B. Obnen. 20, ol Sparks, Md was
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Don.t he just
in

remembered!
Yearbook pictures begin this week for the 2002 Bluestone
September 18-21 & 24-28
October 1-5
September 18-19 & 24-27
September 20-21 & 28
October 1- 5

Taylor 302
Taylor 202
PC Ballroom

Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.
$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve a copy
Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Allison ai 568-6541
or email <thc_blucstone@jmu.edu>
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"We don't need to pat
ourselves on the back."

i- Don't call me Jim
STUART SHROFF

A irio of events marks JMU's
celebration of Constitution Day

SGA, freshman
•M below

•n below

International

Arafat orders fighters
to hold their fire
BY MATTHEW
MCALLESTER

Newsday
Palestinian
Authority
President Yasser Arafat
Tuesday publicly ordered his
fighters to hold their fire, even
when attacked by the Israeli
army. In response, Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
suspended offensive actions
against the Palestinians In the
occupied West Bank and the
Gaza Strip and ordered
troops out of Palestinian-controlled areas.
While real peacemaking in
the conflict appeared as difficult as ever, the two sides
seemed lo be trying lo disengage under political pressures
created by the U.S. mobilization to fight those responsible
for last week's terrorist attacks
on New York and Washington
Although the two sides have

JANE MCHUGH/pAvfu (*»

JANE MCHllCH//Aom edaar

In honor of Constitution Day, sophomore Kirk Hetherlngton, left, hands out copies of the Constitution, while junior Jennifer Bailey signs a giant copy of the
Constitution Monday on the commons. The giant copy was sealed in a time capsule, along with several other items representing JMU, later In the day.

set OFFENSIVE, page 7

National
Market stabilizes
somewhat; pre-attack
trading investigated
BY ALEC KLEIN AND
CAROL VINZANT

The Washington Post
The wobbly U.S. stock market regained some stability
Tuesday following its steep
selloff Monday, as escalating
words of war and the growing
prospect of recession buffeted
investors in the aftermath of
last week's terrorist attacks on
the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon
After an early surge, the
Dow Jones industrials average
of 30 blue-chip stocks dropped
to end the day just 17.30
points lower at 8,903.40. The
technology-heavy Nasdaq
composite indox fell 24.47 to
1555.08. The broad S&P 500
Index declined 6.03 to
1032.74.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
the Chicago Board Options
Exchange said it is investigating trading before the attack
but declined to elaborate on
what stocks or. traders are
being probed.
In the days before the Sept.
11 attacks, unusually high
numbers of "put options" —
essentially, bets that a stock
will drop — were purchased for
shares ol AMR Corp. and UAL
seeTERRORIST, page 7

Virginia
Anxiety, uncertainty
at Norfolk station
BY CRAIG TIMBERO

The Washington Post
As the nation braces for a
war like none other, the home
of the world's largest naval
base is on a hair trigger.
Helicopters chop noisily
overhead. Fighter jets zoom
by A battle group of warships.
led by the aircraft carrier USS
Theodore Roosevelt, prepares
to sail Wednesday, but who
knows where? The region's
110,000 uniformed men and
women are bracing for a big,
terrifying, urgent job.
"I'm just ready to go. That's
what I'm paid to do, said Ian
Thomas. 25, an enlisted Navy
electrician on the USS Bataan,
as he took a moment Monday
to clean his clothes at Laundry
World, just beyond the base.
■Just waiting on the word."
The word, he soon learned,
Is that he must go. The
Bataan, an amphibious
assault ship with Marines
aboard. Is heading out
Wednesday
with
the
Roosevelt, along with two
cruisers, a destroyer, a frigate,
two attack submarines and
more. The six-month deployment is slated to include 14
naval vessels with more than
15,000 sailors and Marines.
Military officials won't say
where they are going.
The Hampton Roads area is
tee NORFOIJCS pageS

University dedicates time capsule,
reopens center on Constitution Day
CONSTITUTION, from page 1

A graduate of JMU and
recipient of the "National
Teacher of the Year Award."
Phil Bigler recently was selected for the Center's top position. "This is a time of groat
celebration and joy," he said.
"We must dedicate this center
to the spirit and legacy of
James Madison."
I hi* spirit first was conceived in 1997 as the brainchild
of Devon Bent, former political
science professor at JMU. Bent's
goal was to create an educational center that would serve as a

link between the university, the
student body and the curriculum. Two years later, the
Madison Center was born. It
was housed in Cleveland 1 laU
for the past two years.
President Rose said how
"difficult [it isj to be joyful
about any event" due to the
recent national events, but
stressed his belief in the
importance of "commemorating the Constitution of this
great land."
In addition, Rose said he was
proud of its connection to JMU
through James Madison, author
of the Constitution.

Rose expressed his pride in
the new Madison Center. "I

experience firsthand what he
believes "will become an integral part of this university."
The ceremony concluded
-6 6
when Rose and Bigler sealed a
We mail dedicate this time capsule, to bo opened in
50 years.
The capsule was filled with
memorable items that will
paint a picture of modem-day
JMU for future students. It will
be opened on Sept. 17, 2051, to
—Phil Bigler commemorate the 300th
direclor of the Madison Center anniversary
of
James
Madison's birth.
-*9
Rose and Mills included
hope all of you will visit," he letters addressed to their 2051
said. He urged the crowd to counterp.n N

center to the spirit and
legacy of James
Madison.

Also sealed inside were
JMU memorabilia, ticket stubs
from school events throughout the year, copies of
Montpelier and The Breeze, a

list of retiring faculty and
recent news clippings.
The giant copy of the
Constitution, signed earlier in
the day by students, was also
included.
Students were invited to
vote for items they wished to
be included. Items chosen
included a JAC card, publications from Madison Day 2001,
a JMU T-shirt and photos of
campus.

Resolution calls for relief effort help
SGA urges involvement in relief efforts for people affected by terrorist attacks
BY JOHN LEONARD

Durflinger said the committees "ensure that student interests .ire being heard."
Calling upon students to be
proactive, he said, "It's one of
ma most important ways students can be involved."

SGA reporter
Working on two different
fronts, the Student Government
Association adressed both
national and local issues during
its Tuesday night meeting in
Taylor 202.
The SGA passed a resolution urging SGA involvement
in relief efforts for those affected by the terrorist attacks.
College of Arts and Letters
Senators senior Kristin Vetri
and
sophomore
Dianna
Schwartz co-sponsored the resolution that stated that the
SGA will continue to "utilize
IIS resources to aid those
impacted by last week's terror
ist .itt.uk as well to provide the
leadership, strength and soli
darity needed to unite the student body in order to OVSt
come this tragedy
Vctn, who is still awaiting
word of the status of loved ones,
■Bid ol the resolution, "We want
to let the student btnly know
thai we're here for them."
Swartz, said, "It shows the
students the SGA is working tor
them as well as helping with the
recovery."
Although the resolution
DMMd with overwhelming
support, it was not without its

detractors ,\ central concern lo
those who were opposed was
that the resolution merely congratulated thett.A lor its role m
the disaster relief
"We don't need to pat ourselves on the hack," said I agle
Hall Senator Stuart Shroff,
freshman.
Education and Psychology

Cash, check, credit, debit

and ...JAC?

COLU.I.N MORRISON ivruiihutini: f*Mo*ra/iher

Junior Ben Gibson, right, listens as the SGA Introduces its first legislation this academic year.

JAME:» MA0I3ON UNI.'

fr>STUDENT
|7T GOVERNMENT
1 ASSOCIATION
Senator Catie Campbell, senior,
said, '[ust because we have the
resources doesn't mean we have
|0 write | bill about it."
This piece ol legislation is the
first of the academic year. The
resolution would have been dis»uatad '»t the past week's meeting had there been quorum.

Update

Vice president highlights
importance of Commission
and Committee
During the meeting. ViOB
President of Administrative
Affair* Brendan Durflinger. a
junior stressed the importance
of the Umversiu ( ommlsrinri
and Committees.

Wider} considered the fifth
branch of the SGA. these committees hear a wide range of
Studtnl issues, according lo
Durflinger. Although main sttl

denti find it convenient to com
plain about certain policies, tew
actually have worked on the
commltteei

SGA President David Mills
spoke about how he planned to
fulfill his campaign promise to
bring JAC card acceptance to
off campus locations.
According to Mills, the
SGA has compiled a list .of
local businesses where JAC
card acceptability could work.
Mills laid they want to pick
one businesss at first
"Once we gel I hat one
business set up, we can conduel .i survey to see how the
new JAC card service affects
their business. From there, we
have Information to show
other businesses how the system works when we are ready
to expand the service."
In the future, local business
es who sign up will allow ini<
dents to use their JAC cards at
ofl campus locations lor h.ibil
itv reasons, only those establishments that do not serve
alcohol will permit the use of

|AC« srds
Senate
Representative
Andrew Ductile, s junior, noted
that other schocai In the stall
have similar arrangements
where local merchants accept
student n^ likes debit card. "It
will promote ofl campus business ,mi\ help with community
relations," he said.
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Pakistani student attacked UPenn fights hate crimes
University of Oklahoma president orders expulsion, Student grassroots campaign aims to combat hate
commits to zero tolerance for violent actions
with awareness, advocating minority concerns
BY MICHAELA MARX

The Oklahoma Daily
(>iu' University of Okl.ihom.i
student
was
suspended
Mnndii\ .liter he was invoked
in an attack on an international
student from Pakistan on
Sunday morning.
Muhammad Vaseen Haider,
president of the Pakistan
Student Association, said he
was attacked by three men
around 2 am. Sunday in a convenience store parking lot outside his workplace on 12th
Avenue. The men kicked,
pushed, beat and verbally
abused him, he said.
"The nvn said, 'lief out of
our country,'" Haider said.
When Haider tried to defend
himself and reached for his
attackers they told him "Don't
touch Americans again." Haider
said Ihs attackers kept calling
1 laider "foreigner." he said
He said the driver of the
ear tried to run him over after
the attack.
Haider suspects that the
MMuM is Mated to hatred
against people of Middle Eastern
decent following Tuesday's terrorist attacks, he said.
Haider's attackers fled the
scene but a witness called the
police and reported the suspect's license tag number.
I laider suffered from bruis<'s. partial loss of hearing and
back pain as a result of the
attack, he said.
Following the assault, I laider
signed complaints with the
Norman Municipal Court against
OU students Gary Don Pri//. II
18, and Chance Tyler Shipman,
19, for assault and battery offenses. On Monday, I laider met with
(X I'resident f)avidBofen to discuss the incident. Boren ordered
an investigation led by the office
of Student Affairs.

"Bated upon the results of
the inquiry which I ordered into
the publicly reported assault on
the president of the Pakistan
Student Association, I have
ordered the immediate expulsion of one OU student and
directed that charges be brought
against another student for violation of the student code,"
Boren said.

-6 6
... President Boren has
made it clear that
there will be zero
tolerance for such
actions at OU...
— Clark Stroud
OU Vice Ptesidenl for Student Affairs

-99University officials found it
inappropriate to release the
names of the students under
investigation until the full disciplinary process was completed, Boren said. Therefore, it is
not clear if the individuals
under university investigation
are the same people Haider
filed assault and battery complaints against
"It is too early to make a
full evaluation of the facts in
this case, but if it is found that
there has been an attack upon
a person based upon race.
President Boren has made it
clear that there will be zero
tolerance for such actions at
OU, which are contrary to
everything the university
stands for." Clarke Stroud, OU
vice president for Student
Affairs, said. "We are taking

this incident very seriously,"
he said

As with all student code violation investigations, the office
of Student Affairs works to
accumulate alt information and
facts and make their response
accordingly, Stroud said.
Norman Police Lt. Glenn
Dobry said the suspects went to
a 7-Eleven store across the street
from
were the
incident
occurred. The suspects, both
under 21, wanted to buy beer
but were turned away. Then
they went across the street to the
store where Haider was working. Haider turned them away
as well.
When Haider went outside
the store, the assault occurred,
Dobry said.
After the incident was
reported to the police, officers
stopped the car on 12th
Avenue and Alameda Street,
which is about one mile from
where the incident took place,
he said.
In the car were five people —
two females, the driver, Fnzzell
and Shipman, Dobry said.
Frizzell was arrested on
charges of age misrepresentation and unlawful use of a state
driver's license, Dobry said
Haider signed a complaint
against Frizzell based on the
assault and battery offense,
according police records.
Haider also signed a complaint against Shipman for
assault and battery offenses,
according to police records.
Dobry said police have no
reason to believe that the assault
was based on racial hatred.
However, Haider told police
that the attackers used racially
charged insults.
Dobry said the case is not
currently under investigation at
the Norman Police Department.

Pacific Student Coalition,
among others.
"There are many groups on
campus that are collaborating
together to affect change and
to make themselves heard,"
UMC Chairwoman Jennifer
Kwon said. "Because there's
such a strong presence right
now and so many people are
working together to collaborate, there has to be some positive result. The media can't
just ignore them."
Several students said
they supported the effort
It's not just out of fear because they currently felt
Some even said that
for myself... we're not unsafe.
they were afraid to go
in current ciralways treated as first- downtown
cumstances. Several told
stories
of temple and
rate citizens.
mosque
bombings
and
— LakshmiAggarHal attacks on individuals in the
University of Pennsylvania local area.
"It's not just out of fear for
myself because I look Indian
or Arab and I'm afraid of
"Call the networks and being attacked, but because ...
express concern over the we're not always treated as
reporting of hate crimes, as first-rate citizens," junior
well as asking them if Lakshmi Aggarwal said. "A
they're ever going to have lot of people are being
speakers on that represent attacked violently."
But those at last night's
our issues."
Organizers said
they meeting said they were confihoped that 80 to 100 stu- dent that their strategy
dents would participate in would sway the media to tell
the effort, which is not affili- their story, and to allow
ated with any permanent minority advocates to air
campus group or any single their concerns.
racial minority.
"I think there's a lot of
The movement has already energy here that, if properly
drawn support from the Penn focused, can have an outchapter of the American Civil come on Penn's campus,"
Liberties Union, the Penn College sophomore and
Arab Society, the Muslim Penn
ACLU
President
Students Association, the Joshua Brown said. "If they
United Minorities Council, can come together and figthe Program for Awareness ure out what to do here, and
and Cultural Education, the solidify the leadership base,!
Penn
Indian
American they can do a lot of good*
Advocacy and the Asian things."
said were not reported in the
Philadelphia media.
Leaders said they hoped to
gain attention for the issue with
mass action: hundreds of phone
calls to the three television networks, reams of letters to the
editors of local newspapers and
letters to and discussions with
local politicians.
"We just want to bombard
the local TV media," Acharya
told those at the meeting.

BY SAMANTHA MELAMED

Daily Pinnwlvanian
In response to allegedly
race-motivated hate crimes
following last Tuesday's
terrorist attacks, University
of Pennsylvania students
are organizing a campus
wide grassroots media relations effort in hopes of
countering the backlash
toward Arab-Americans in
Philadelphia.
At a meeting last night in
Harrison College House, two
Penn students attempted to
organize a coalition of lead
ers to head the effort. More
than 60 students from a number of Penn activist and
minority groups attended
the meeting.
The campaign intends to
increase local media coverage of hate crimes as well as
boost the prominence of the
issue in political and journalistic circles.
"A friend of ours here
found out that his temple had
been
burned
down
in
Matawan, New Jersey, and
the way he found out was not
through the media, but that
he actually had to go there"
four days later, said junior
Sandeep Acharya, who, along
with junior Vivek Arora,
organized the effort.
"We (eel that we should act
quickly to put pressure on
media and political figures in
the local area," Acharya
added. "We should be putting
pressure on the media to
report the things that are going
on, we should be putting pros
sure on politicians to discuss
our plight."
The students pointed to multiple recent attacks on AsianAmerican students and community members, which they
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Want to be cool? Write for New
X8-6699 or X8-8041

Do you DREAM of a hot tub.
2.5 children and a
Labrador retriever?

aai
Vtetenfe

r

The World's Greatest Tribute to
One of Rocks Biggest Bands
Make that DREAM a REALITY at
OPPORTUNITIES
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"GUNS

UNIVERSITY CAREER FAIR
WHEN?

Tuesday, September 25, 2001, 1-5 p.m.

WHERE?

Convocation Center

WHO?

ALL MAJORS...ALL AGES

& "ROSES"

"PARADISE CITY"
Saturday,
September 22nd
10:00 p.m.

Meet employers hiring for a broad range of positions such as
'taut, U.iilr.etinz Associate, Computer Specialist, Management, Fitness
I rawer, Police Officer and Teacher from organizations such as Arthur

WITH GUEST "11TH HOUR"

Anderson, Peace Cor/). I \ Airways, I lyatl 1 lote/s and Resorts. AMS,
and the F.B.I.

This Show Sold Out Last Performance

Download the list of employers and positions at
www.)mu.eclu/carc;£l by clicking on the Student Section and

hitting Opportunities 2001.
• Network ;iii(l discujs future job and internship possibilities •
Professional Dress is strongly recommended • Bring plenty of
copies of your resume
• Main- companies will interview the next day!
• Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career Development
• I all 568-6555 for more information

To Guarantee Your Seat. J.M.U. Students May Purchase
Your Tickets in Advance All Day Thursday (Today).

Friday & Saturday Only at Mainstreet For Half Price!
Just $6.00
Hurry. Seats are Limitedl
Or Present J.A.C. Card at the Door for Discount
This Show is l8aUp
FOR MORE

INFO,

CALL 432.9963

Mainstreet Is Perfectly located at 153 Souih Mainstreet. Harrlsonburg
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Students, community collect items
to assist New York, D.C. efforts
STUDENTS, from page 1
last night at 8 p.m.
The WXJM-sponsored
event charged S3 admission,
with proceeds going to the
New York Firefighters Fund.
Reactions to local relief
efforts were positive.
Swerdzewski said, "It's
just so neat how everyone is

just stepping up to the plate.
Rveryone can donate something, whether it's giving
blood or donating somrthinK
small, to planning a benefit
concert."
Sophomore
Hallie
Boisseau said, "Everyone
needs to find their ways to
help. Through the organized

relief efforts, I feel as if I have
found ways other than donating blood to aid those affected
by these awful tragedies."
Sophomore Dave Norman
said, "It just goes to show what
an incredible place this is to go
to school. This student body is
compassionate and bands
together in times of need."

POLICE LOG, from page 2

Direct contributions can
also be made by contacting
The Salvation Army DHQ,
P.O.
Box
18658,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Credit card donations can
be made at wnivwliHitionarm\jikmt'tro.or<t or (866)
399-2684.

New graduation requirements
move up application due dates
VI-".i from
<,.<». page
.-,!..■ 1i
NEW,
the summer after a student
leaves JMU thinking they
completed all requirements
and graduated."
According to Hood and
Stoloff, seniors have problems fulfilling the requirements for the BS and BA
degree. Hood said the biggest
problem people have with
the BS degree is not the math
credit but the extra natural or
social science course. Hood
said that with the BA, students do not always realize
that their General Education
philosophy class cannot also
count as their philosophy
requirement. In addition, students earning a BA must
complete six credit hours of
foreign language outside of

_

their GenEd requirement
with. She definitely tells me
"Some of our students did about the requirements for my
not realize that they needed to degree." Working toward a
complete courses beyond BS, Anderson said she has
General Education and the already completed her extra
Psychology Major to complete science requirement.
their degree,"
Senior Katie
Stoloff said. —££
Banach said
"Some
stuthat she knew
dents failed to I G SQV WV/W/Wfa who a friend who
take their BS
trouble
are graduating are had
science course.
with GenEd
We are trying prettX ItUich OH tMCk graduation
to make stu
requirements,
dents
more
— Katie Banach t>ut
he
aware of this
senior worked it out
requirement
with the uninow through
~ / 7 — versify. As for
academic
requirements,
advising."
she said, "I'd say my friends
Junior Breese Anderson, who are graduating are pretty
said, "I see my adviser when I much on track."
need to. She is easy to meet
Junior Nick Heltzel said.

"f ionestly, I've never seen my
adviser, but she did help me
over the phone once."
Stoloff said, "Do students
see their advisers enough?
Some probably do not. In
fact, on our annual survey of
graduating seniors, many
students say the same thing:
In response to an openended question about what
they would have done differently during their college
career, many say that they
wished they went to their
academic adviser more often
or started talking to them
earlier. They say that it
would have helped them figure out what they needed to
do during college earlier,
and they might feel better
prepared now, if they had."

Judicial Referrals
• A JMU student was judicially charged with underage
possession
of
alcohol
Sept.15.
• A JMU student was judicially charged with underage
possession of alcohol Sept.
16.
• A JMU student was judicially charged with underage
possession of alcohol Sept.
16 in Hanson Hall.

Littering
• Elizabelh C. Seay, 19. of
Chartottesville, was arrested
and charged with littering.
The subject was reportedly observed throwing a
glass bottle toward a stainless steel control box on
South Avenue Sept. 15 at
1:19 a.m.
• Jeffery C. Beyoghtow, 21,
of Arlington was arrested
and charged with littering.
The subject was allegedly
observed throwing a beer
can across a construction
fence in G-lot Sept. 16 at
12:37 a.m.
Found Property
• A bookbag reportedly
was found at Gibbons Hall
Sept. 14 at 2:51 p.m.
the bookbag reportedly
contained a marijuana
smoking device and a
quantity of a green leafy
material. No identification
was found in the bookbag.
• A mountain bike reported
stolen in 1999 lo the
Harrisonburg
Police
Department was recovered
at Duke Hall Sept. 17 at
1:50 p.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 15:32

Non-Compliance
• A JMU student was judicially charged with non-compliance Sept. 16 at 2:17 am.
at Warren Hall.
The subject reportedly
failed to comply with a staff
request.

— x-86699

Cherry Nut
Harrisonburg Lick This!

Property Damage
• A JMU sludent reported
damage lo their car parked
in R2-lot between Sept. 7 at
8:30 p.m. and Sept. 16 at
12:45 p.m.
The damage was reportedly caused by a hit-and-run
driver.
• A JMU student reported
that a vehicle's rear window
had been broken out by a
baseball between Sept. 13
at 12:30 p.m. and Sept. 16 at
7:33 p.m.

Disorderly Conduct
• A JMU student was judicially charged with urinating
in publ'c in G-'ot Sept 16
• A r.oi -student reportedly
poshed an unknown male
into a vehicle on Bradley
Drive Sept. 16 at 2:30 a.m.
The victim reportedly fled
the scene and hid in a crowd
of 20 to 25 people.

Call Richard, Lindsay & James at the News desk today

ffwto of} he week

ion of alcohol Sept. 16 at
12:10 a.m. on Devon Lane.
• George A. Crumlich, 18, of
Hummelstown, Pa. was
arrested and charged with
underage possession of
alcohol Sept. 16 at 2:17 a.m.
at Warren Hall.
• Non-student Shaunn T.
Murray, 18, of Hudsonville,
Mich., was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol Sept. 16
at 3:25 a.m.

Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for underage
consumption of alcohol Sept.
15.
The subject reportedly
appeared unsteady on her
feet.
• Three JMU students were
judicially referred for underage consumption of alcohol
Sept. 15.

Got news? Let us know what
you're up to and you could see
your name in print!

DAIRY »AH
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SliVIMVi:!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

*$$

JMU discounts

i

(540) 943-6587

^

cC

1 (877) DIVE SKY|
348-3759

compete information is on www.skydiveorange.CQm
Hours
.M-F.12-4PM
Stop by and see us or call 568-1645

Why walk all the way across campus when you can simply stop by thi
HHS building Rm. 2007 for your health concerns.

New!!!
University Health Center Nursing Satellite
A coopcr.itivc vcntuic between the Department of Nursing .ind the University Hc.ilth Center

^i £Xi £Xi fr^i fT* ^Pi *"ft /**v /**v f^ && <*v '**> fs ?Q\ <♦» »"X

Wayside Tanning
Company

www jmu.edu/hcalthctr

Free Delivery
Minimum Order
$10.00
Limited Area

<• U A »-.
yy\}C* ^^^«V&>.
<V> _
_-/A
V
B?1H
K

Mon.-sat
1100am -10:00 pm
Sunday
" °°3m "930pm

p.—4
Chinese Restaurant
^O
Lunch, Dinner. Carryout
3140 South Main St. Harrisonburg. Va 22801

(540) 433-0560

Two Free
Sessions
When you purchase 10 sessions for $30
Valey Center-243 Neff Avenue-Behind Valey Mai

FJJ*~

438-8267
IOO&200I Hit praM oot«raa Nw vald wMli any oOW off«r« or dkooutu

Lunch Buffet
Mon. - Sat
11:00 am-2:00 r
pm
All Day Sunday Buffet
Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
•Vlil
nm Q-nn nm
4.
JU pm - w.uu pm
Closing Time: 11:00 pm

Combination Platters
(Served with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number
1 Chow M8in
(Shrimp, Chicken, Beef, or Pork) $4.95
\■•»• ■" ■"■"■ -■
3 Green Pepper Steak
4 Shnmp with Lobster Sauce
5. Moo Goo Gai Pan
6 Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
7
Shnmp with Mixed Vegetables
8 Bee
' *",h Mixed Vegetables
9 Chickon Wlln Mlx
ed Vegetables
.I0 Kung Pao Chicken

*•«
$4.95
$5.25
$5 95
$6.25
$5.95
$5.95
$5 95

$5 g5

11. Shrimp with Broccoli
$6.25
•12. General Tao's Chicken
$6.25
•13. Hunan Beef
$5.95
'14. Szechuan Beef
$5 95
Note MSG. Salt, or Oil may be omitted upon request Please request mild, hot. or regular ib spicy dishes
•Dishes are Spicy
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California doctor in the spotlight
after discovering West Nile virus
BY JEFF GOTTIII-R

Los Angeles Times
l>r. tan l.ipkin pulls out .1
nrml.mt from Ul Interik't list
serv whore* doctotf around the
world report on Infection* th.il
hive thiMi tnyttifiod
'These tningi come oui
all d.iv long," I ipkin. head
of the Emerging Disease*
Laboratory at the University
of California! Irvine, said
"No one has any idea how to
deal with (them)."
Lipkin. who founded the lab
af UC Irvine in 1990, is .in
explorer who, along with other
leaaafchers, hunts rat imfctanti
fied microbes, trying to figure
out which lUnessas are caused
by which viruses
It was l.ipkin who, in 1999,
identifuil nfast Nile virus, DW
viouslv unknown in the United
Stales, M the cause of the
en ephaUttsoutbreak that killed
seven people in the New York
City area
The discover) catapulted the
UC Irvine physician and PtofSl
sor o( neurobtology into the sd*
entitle spotlight and sent him to
(span, Germany, Prance, Italy
and across the United States,
attending conferences and collaborating
with
other
researchers,
The West Nile discovery
was the kind of research Lipkin
thrives on, delving into the
mysterious world of disease
and turning up a cause.

Working at the frontier of molecular biology,
he
seeks
microbes he believes are
responsible tor a number of
chronii diseases, Int ludlng
multiple
sclerosis, autism,
Alzheimer's and depression.
But in his Irvine office, .1
<.\ fathered leather doctor's bag
sits on a bookshelf and card
board boxes are stacked in the
corner, boxes he is pa« king to
move to Columbia University.

6 6He'suskir. His work
on West Nile is just one
indication of the high
caliber of work he's
engaged in.
— Allan Rosenfield
Mailman School dean

55
I here, he will join the faculty
of the Mailman School of Public
Health, drawn by the more
extensive facilities the Ivy
League school can offer and the
closeness of premier researchers
in New York.
"He's
a
star,"
Allan
Rosenfield,
dean
of
the
Mailman School, said. 'His
work on West Nile is just one
indication of the high caliber of

work he's engaged in."
l.ipkin is an attractive recruit
tot any university. At -W, he has
.1 reputation for cutting-edge
research. He's a compulsive
worker, who often toils through
me weekends
I le calls me up at all
hours of the day and night,
and is extremely dedicated to
his subject," David Relman, a
friend and professor of infectious diseases and microbiology at Stanford University,
said
Lipkin got involved in the
search tor a disease that was
killing people in New York
when Stan- officials sent him
brattl samples of four who had
died. West Nile had caused
encephalitis in Europe, Africa
and the Middle I ast, but until
1999, had not been identified
in the United States
Most
people
infected
with the virus suffer flulike symptoms and recover.
But the very young, the
elderly and those with
damaged immune systems
may be threatened.
By studying the genetic
sequencing ot the virus, Lipkin
identified West Nile as the
cause of the encephalitis outbreak.
He and his team then developed 1 simple test to detect
West Nile in a small sample of
spinal fluid in just five hours.
Results from .1 previous test

took three to four days.
Lipkin and his team won
national attention, and their
main work was showcased: taking tissue and using techniques
of molecular biology to search
for unknown viruses and bacteria, and determining which diseases are caused by known
microbes.
"When people can't figure
out what's going on, they get in
touch with us," Lipkin said.
He calls it the Pandora's Box
Program
"Our hypothesis is we will
discover new agents by this
approach," Lipkin said. "Until
you know something exists,
how can you implicate it in a
disease?"
For example, the causes of
about 70 percent of encephalitis
cases, an infection of the brain,
are
unknown,
"probably
because it's being caused by
viruses we don't know about,"
Lipkin said.
He also theorizes that
many diseases result when a
pregnant woman is infected
with a microbe while the
fetus is in a particularly vulnerable stage. That may be
enough to cause the disease
later in life or to affect the
fetus if something in the
environment triggers the
microbe.
"We know tobacco and alcohol can damage a baby," he said.
"Why not infectious agents?"

Woman sues makers
of'Girls Gone Wild'
Claim: videotaped without permission
L. ROSICA
Knight Riilder
A woman is suing the makers of the "Carls Clone Wild"
video series, saving they video
taped her without her permis
sion while she was topless on
New Orleans' Bourbon Street at
last year's Mardi C.ras celebration.
The student, identified as
B.C. to protect her privacy, did
not know she was in the videos
until friends told her they saw
her in a television advertisement, her suit said.
Other friends told her
they saw her topless on a billboard for the video in
Florence, Italy.
Her invasion of privacy
suit, filed in Leon Circuit
Civil Court last week, seeks
damages
of
more
than
$15,000 and a court order
banning further sales of any
Girls Cone Wild" videos in
which she appears.
Advertisements for the public nudity series run often 011
television and its Web site te.i
tures titles such as "Mardi Gras
Co-eds,"
"College
Girls
Exposed" and "Sexy Sorority
Sweethearts
Kelly Overstreet Johnson
and Kelly O'Keefe of the Broad
and
Casse)
law
firm's
Tallahasset- nffii •• ,nv representing the woman. The suit said
the student was with her
BY JAMES

boyfriend, but the lawyers
would not disclose any other
information about her
"She did not have any idea
she was being filmed; these
video cameras wen? hidden,"
Johnson slid. Added O'Keefe:
"They're really exploiting her,
victimizing her"
Fxecutives at MRA 1 folding,
the parent company of distributor MRA Video in Hollywood,
Calif., could not be reached
Monday.
I.egal experts said they felt
mixed about the suit's merits.
Steve Gey, a constitution.il
law professor at Florida State
University, explained that case
law has not recognized privacy
l Lnins in public places, such as
on the street. But courts have
recognised a right not to have
one's image commercially
exploited.
"I don't think the law is
all that clear or coherent,"
Gey said.
Neville Johnson, a Los
Angeles based privacy and
entertainment
lawyer, also
called it "a tough case."
The woman intentionally
bared herself in public, "but it's
troublesome that now she's the
unintentional 'poster girl,' if
you will, for this thing," he said.
She made a stupid move,"
Johnson vnd "The .|ii'".ft.*n 1*
Does she have to pay for it for
the rest of her life?

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
I "a unique and exciting store

A TOUCH
OF THF

*
Just huNEW DRUMS!
WeSt A rican
*
PJernt*s & Egyptian Darbukas |
j,
1S96 Off through 9/29/01

EARTH

(Classes available - call for information)
\

*

163 South Main Street

432-1X94 for hours and information

Tapestries • Drums
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College Park-Ash by Crossing

Mill
Mountain
Theatre
presents

uhx^sd

1m
1

September 20 - 23
Mill Mountain Theatre is proud to present this
groundbreaking drama in observance of the one-year
anniversary of the shootings at Backstreet Cafe in
Roanoke, VA.
All performances are offered at no charge.
Tickets: 540-342-5740
Info.: www.millmountain.org

Support provided, in part, by: The Bessenl-Trinkle Foundation; Blue Ridge Public
Television; Episcopal Diocese of Southwestern Virginia I lollin- University, Lee
Hartman & Sons, Inc.; Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Cays (PFLAG);
Roanoke College; Washington and Lee University; The Washington B/arfe

out

It's a hard decision
We Can Make it Easy

VIRGINIA
COMMISSION
for Ihc,

National Media Sponsor
The Laramie Prc>|ecl was developed by Moises Kaufman and'memburs of the Tectonic Theater
Pro|ecl in reaction to the 1998 beating and death of Matthew Shepard in Laramie, Wyoming

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

Hours:
M-F 8:30a.m.-7p.m.
Sat. 10a.rn.-7p.rn.
Sun. 11a.m.-7p.m.
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Offensive actions halted
OH ENS1VE. from page 3
announced crasofircs before,
during Ihe nearly year old
Palestinian uprising against
Israeli occupation, Tuesday's
unilateral declaration from
Arafat — broadcast in Arabic
via Palestinian media — is the
first time either side ordered its
forces to pull back without a
prior agreement, Sharon said he
will let his officials hold talks
with Ihe Palestinians if the guns
are silent for 48 hours Past truce
attempts have shown that commitments of the leaders are
often not matched by their fightM% ,,nd Tuesday night gunfire
was reported in the West Bank
town of Hebron.
"I have reiterated my orders
to all my security commanders
to act intensively in securing a
cease-fire on all fronts, and in
every town and village,"
Arafat said. "I also instructed
them to exercise maximum
self-restraint in the face of

Israeli aggression and attacks."
Palestinian leaders showed
qualified optimism.
"I think it's a very significant
development," saicLSaeb lHk.it.
the Palestinian Authority's chief
negotiator who has been working for weeks to bring Arafat
and Israeli foreign Minister
Shimon Peres together in a
meeting. "My eyes are centered
on the next step. It's a very fragile situation."
There was cautious hope on
the Israeli side, also.
If the truce holds for 48
hours, said Deputy Prime
Minister Silvan Shalom, it will
show that, "First of all, Arafat
is controlling the firing and
could have done it earlier. But
more than that, it can give a
sign that we can go to other
attitudes from both sides in the
near future."
Shalom, a member of
Sharon's right-wing Likud
Party, said he considered

Arafat's declaration "an empty
promise," but believed Sharon
was right to order a halt to
Israeli offensive operations.
Arafat's move comes as he is
urgently seeking to be included
in the coalition against terrorism
that the United States is building
as it prepares an expected military assault into Afghanistan.
The Bush administration
warned Afghanistan's ruling
Taliban militia to hand over
Osama
bin
Laden
—
Washington's chief suspect in
last week's terrorist attacks on
the United States — or face a
U.S. strike.
The Bush administration
considers Arab and Islamic
states crucial to the formation
of a solid coalition. A stabilization of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict would make it easier
for the Islamic countries to
join a military campaign
against a fellow Islamic country such as Afghanistan.

WANTED: A FEW GOOD MEN
1 hour can make a BIG difference
in the life of a child.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886

Terrorist attacks affect market;
some stability on the rise
TERRORIST, (mm page 3
Corp., the parent companies of
American Airlines and United
Airlines, which each had two
planes hijacked, the Associated
Press reported Tuesday, citing a
check of option trading records.
A put option is a contract that
gives a holder the right to sell an
asset at a specified price before a
certain date. There was no similar pattern with other carriers,
AP said. The shares of both
companies plunged after the
hijackings
On Monday, Germany's
stock market regulator said it
was looking into claims of suspicious stock trading there just
before the attacks.
The market's activity unfolded against a backdrop of diplomatic sparring with US. officials
continuing to warn of a sustained military campaign and
defiant leaders in Afghanistan,
where the No. 1 suspect in the

terrorist attacks is believed to be
vowing a holy war.
"Let's face it. we're all jittery," said Ed Yardeni, chief
investment strategic at investment hank Deutsche Banc
Alex Brown.
Central banks worldwide
have been working to calm
financial markets. A day after
Ihe Federal Reserve cut its target
for overnight interest rates by
half a percentage point — its
eighth reduction this year — the
Bank of Japan on Tuesday cut its
discount rate to 0.10 ptMtnl
from 0.25 percent, and the Bank
of England cut its key interest
rate by a quarter of a DMOaMtgt
point to 4.75 percent.
Analysts expect the Fed to
lower its target further in coming weeks, a decision made easier by the l„ibor Department
report Tuesday showing consumer inflation well contained.
U.S. lawmakers also are con-
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sidering a multi-billion-dollar
economic stimulus package and
an emergency bailout for the ailing airline industry, which has
cut thousands of flights and jobs
since the attacks.
Some market watchers said
the terrorists might not deserve
all the blame for Monday's
drop, when the Dow and
Nasdaq both lost about 7 percent of their value. Before the
attacks, U.S. retail sales were
declining, unemployment was
rising, consumer spending was
fading .ind si<Kk pnees were
sliding amid a global economic
slowdown.
"I'm not so sure, if you take
the terrorist event out of this,
there wouldn't have been
enough fear last week just on
the economic front" to produce
similar market results, said |im
Paulsen, thirl investment officer
at Wells Capital Management, a
Sin hrancisoi investment firm

Promote Trips at JMU
Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!
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to learn about volunteer opportunities.
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International Photo
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Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color on
photo paper
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person

Explore your possibilities with a
great Fortune 200 company!

Visit us at the Career Fair
on September 25.

•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 20!

Information Session
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Sonner Hall Reception Hall
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Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!
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On Campus Interviews
Wednesday, November 7
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a* Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
annual International Week and the
week following (Sept. 22-0ct. 5)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/intemational/iweek2001/photocontest/
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Norfolk's troops brace
for uncertain future
One fifth of city's population tied to military
NO*FOUTS,ftmpage3
is home to major installations
for all branches of the military.
One fifth of the region's 15 million people have some direct tie
to the military. Most of the rest
feel like they do.
They are proud here to
answer the call, yet again, at a
time of maximum need for the
nation. They are determined to
see the fight through to the
end. They also are scared and
angry and uncertain about
what lies ahead.
Norfolk was born of shipping and war. A natural harbor
with deep, easy channels lo the
sea has put the region at the
heart of the nation's defense for
two centuries. The British were
here. So were the Yankees. It's
the kind of city that has the battleship Wisconsin, a steel-gray
ghost of wars past, docked
downtown as a reminder of the
city's martial streak.
But like the nation itself,
Norfolk has long been free of
direct attack. People here are
used to saying goodbye to husbands, girlfriends, children.
Until last week, those who
stayed behind knew fear only
from a distance.
No more.
"We're sort of naturally
prepared, but this is different," said Norfolk Mayor
Paul 1 MINI, who has spent
recent days reviewing the
city's disaster plans.
Now ordinary people size
up the potential attractiveness of their home as a terrorist target and cast a wary eye
to the sky.
"This is the beginning," said
Suzie Williams, a bartender,
"not the end"
On the roof of Nick's On the
Boulevard, where Williams
serves drinks, is a massive
American flag, one of many
spontaneously put on public
display over the past week.
The natural patriotic

strain of a military town
powerfully
grew
with
Tuesday's attacks. Flags flap
from cars. The nearby
Hampton Coliseum glows at
night with red, white and
blue. Rock n' roll stations
break into their regular diet
of retread hits to play the
"Star-Spangled Banner" —
and not )imi Hendrix's psychedelic version.
The military bases themselves, once little cities that

frozen on Sept. 10, the day
before the attacks.
"We're all waiting on pins
and needles," said Merchant
Marine Tom Carnevale, 53, who
may be sent out soon to support
groups of warships.
"I have a family. I have a 5year-oldboy... that's the biggest
thing I'll miss," Carnevale
added. But he says he's ready.
"This is the United States of
America, and somebody did
something very bad here."
The uncertainty adds to the
-66—
anxiety Are they headed to
Pakistan? The Persian Gulf?
It's going to be a little The Mediterranean?
Military men and women,
Vietnam and a little the nation's warriors, are bracing for a long hunt for an eluDesert Storm.
sive enemy in places they
don't know.
"It's going to be a little
— Chad Bennel Vietnam and a little Desert
U.S. Navy Storm," said Chad Bennett, 25,
a Navy enlisted man who
99 — refuels jets.
Whatever happens, wherevblended into the larger commu- er the soldiers, sailors. Marines
nities, have sealed themselves and fliers deploy in the days
off. Some gates are closed. and weeks ahead, they will
Others are guarded far more leave behind an emptier, sadder
carefully A sign outside Naval region. Merchants along the
Station
Norfolk
flashes gritty strip leading into Naval
"Threatcon Charlie" — th.> M
Station Norfolk already report
ond-highest level of security business slacking off. Many of
alert — "100% I.D. check."
their regular customers are
Officers tell of having gym already at sea.
bags checked. A Navy wife
All are aware what that can
expresses relief that as she mean. The USS Cole, blown
brings dinner to her husband, open by a terrorist attack in
guards examine her purse — for Yemen last year, is based here.
the fi rst time in her 16 years as a Many here recall television
military spouse.
images of the 17 bodies returnYet many sailors and their ing home. And the wounded
families know little about where came right back here.
they are going and when. The
This is the fate, they say,
Defense Department has locked of a military town, now as
down information so tight that much as ever.
the regional military command
"It's not a New York probrefused to allow a reporter to lem. It's not a Northern Virginia
interview a Navy chaplain Pentagon problem," said retired
about the max! of the commu- Adm. Alexander Krekich, who
nity as it prepares for war.
runs a shipping company here
The ships' status page on the now. "It's a U.S. problem."
Navy Web site, once current
And that makes the situation
with the latest movements, is a Norfolk problem.
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"The problem is, who will
we label 'terrorists?'"
PETER GELDERLOOS

sophomore, English
set stay, below
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"Change is frightening; war
is even more so, and fear
for the unknown future is
nothing short of unsettling."
see house editorial, below

PETER GELDERLOOS
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Nation's
mentality
4
is us vs. them'

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

\Once apathetic, generation now cares
Is this generation ready
for a war? The auestion has
bounced around our heads
and out conversations since
Sept. 11, and the pending
decision gained leverage
Friday
as
Congress
announced that it will back
President George W. Bush
in whatever military action
he seeks.
Recently, the world came
to grips with the disheartening reality of what we are
now faced with; destruction, vulnerability and the
possibility of a United Slates
military retaliation. College
students, like everyone in
the United States, were
dealt a hard blow — a keen
realization that the gauze
we'd been looking through
was suddenly removed; the
peaceful era over. With one
incident, we lost our identity, security and vision of
trie future.
We are the oddball generation. We're the teen and
twenty-somethings
who
have seen no more struggle
with the economy than the
menial dip from the Gulf

War. The closest thing troops going to war, it could brance on the Quad were
we've experienced resulting be us. The guy you sit next organized by students a
from the draft is the to in your 11 a.m. class over the United States. The
Vietnam
Memorial
in could one day be in excess of blood donors
Washington, DC. Our lives Afghanistan instead of his flocking
to
emergency
were comfortable.
usual seat. It may be a dis- blood drives are enough to
Then, we woke up one turbing reality.
show we care. We are showmorning,
metaphorically
We are the generation ing a patriotism most
and literally,
that grumbled recently comparable to
the "Pledge of World War it, when it
to find the — £ £
world
had
Allegiance" in seemed, from our history
changed-.
high school. book
knowledge,
that
With the disturbing We
Bam!
didn't everyone pitched in to help
Suddenly, we
bother
to the effort.
change, we have
are looking at
notice
the
Being our time, our
potential war. become the generation American cause, we do care. This will
This could be
flags
dis- not be Vietnam, where our
played in front fathers, brothers and uncles
our generathat does care.
tion's war.
of our schools had to fight a war for anothChange is
and govern- er nation. This is not the
'
7
ment build- Gulf War, which we were
frightening;
war is even
ings. Some of too young to fully undermore so, and fear of the us didn't think voting mat- stand. This attack is the
unknown future is nothing tered. Veterans Day wasjust biggest event of our generashort of unsettling. What we a date on our calendars. Our tion, and something inside
are facing is the possibility generation quickly became us does care, as much as
of what President Bush labeled as the generation we're afraid to.
claims will not be a short that didn't care.
What does this hold for
war. With almost half our
With
the disturbing our future? The uncertainty
student population made change, we have become the is what keeps us in emotionup of males ages 18-35, we generation that does care. al shambles. The pride for
face the not-so-distant pos- Events similar to the candle- America and the need to
sibility of being drafted. light vigil on the commons protect it makes us nervous
This time, it's not only our and the moment of remem- that we'll have to.
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Clearly, millions of people
were silenced with grief upon
learning of Tuesday's bloody
attacks. I do not know of anyone
who does not share in the grief
of those who lost loved ones.
Unfortunately, while the rest
of us mourned, the media and
political leaders of this country
wasted no time portraying the
perpetrators of these attacks as
monsters. While 1 do not suggest cherishing and loving the
hijackers, I realize that dehumanizing them is a gross mistake. The people who carried
out these attacks were human
beings; recognizing that fact is
essential to understanding why
the attacks occurred. Dismissing
that fact can only be preparation
for revenge and war. As soon as
we no longer view as human
those we label "terronsts," there
is nothing to stop us from killing
them in whatever fashion we
deem expedient.
The problem is, who will we
label "terrorists?" Those who
actually committed the attacks,
who all died with the planes
they hijacked? Or will our need
for revenge allow us to expand
the label? Will it be applied to all
those who sympathized with
them? Will we declare the
Palestinians, who have suffered
long under our guns, terrorists
for celebrating the distant and
impersonal news of a successful
military attack against the
United States? I wonder who in
our own country cheered at any
rime during our triumphant
war against Iraq, a war in which
many civilians were targeted
and killed.
I also believe it may be
impossible for true justice to be
exacted in the aftermath of this
tragedy. F.ven before the World
Trade Center towers had collapsed, the media and politicians already had their scapegoats, and they were ready for a
lynching. Corporate news outlets reported rumors suggesting
it may have been Osama bin
Laden, and that was enough
reason to flash his picture on the
screen every half hour, for all
Eurposes saying: "Here's the
iller!" And by also showing the
footage
of
celebratory
Palestinians, it almost seems
they wanted us to direct our
anger not just against bin laden,
but all Muslims and Arabs, and
with the wave of racism sweeping the country, that has certain-

ly been the effect. The possibility that the bombing could have
been carried out by Americans,
or any other ethnic group was
ignored.
Many people on the air or
from the podium, refusing to try
to understand the issue,
declared that freedom itself w.is
attacked, that our nation was
attacked by people who hate us
because we are a free country It
is a mistake to view the attack .is
an assault on national pride and
dignity, thus losing sight of the
individual victims. Such a view
can only serve as a preparation
for war, by conjuring an "us vs.
them" mentality. It we make
missile attacks on Afgh.misl.in
or elsewhere, it will not right
any wrongs; it will only serve to
double or triple the amount of
human beings killed for no
good reason. We must also keep
in mind that this attack was
most likelv an act of revenge;
continuing the cycle of violence
would be supreme folly.
Finally, the United States is
not a free country. Many
Americans equate the flag with
freedom and democracy, and in
simplifying these crucial and
complex concepts, they lose
sight of the actual meaning.
Only by mistaking a symbol for
the values it symbolizes could
we view the restriction of freedom as a protection of freedom.
If we view the principles of
freedom and democracy separate from and untainted by
ignorant
nationalism,
it
becomes more apparent that
these principles are not often
respected by the United States
government. The United
Stattt had — and continues to
have — an active hand in suppressing social movements, be
they peaceful or not. I myself
have experienced and witnessed some of the state's
repression of the anti-capitalist movement, and anyone
familiar with the history of
American social movements
in the '60s and 70s Mini)
knows of Kent State, FBI surveillance and subversion, the
assassination by the FBI of
Black Panthers, the water cannons and dogs used against
King and his marchers (obviously, the list goes on and
on). Many prominent individuals and respected organizations, including Amnesty
see
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Concern expressed
for student relations
To the Editor
This is a time for grief and
panic for every American
across the United States. This
should be a time for all of us
to come together, to trust one
another and to keep the hope
and faith alive in this tolerant
nation. But unfortunately,
this campus does not hold the
same belief.
I, Shabnam Islam, a freshman student, am faced with
prejudices merely because of
my skin color. I was born on
American soil, and I deserve
to be treated as an American.
I deserve the rights of an
American: freedom and
equality. But here, in the comfort of my home at JMU, I am
not welcome. Over the past
two days I have received two
disturbing Instant Messages
from unknown individuals.
One stated, "Do not leave
your room for the candle
lighting ... or you will be
burned." The other stated
clearly, "I will kill you. Go
back to where you came
from." And last Wednesday,
while walking to my class, I
was approached by an
unknown boy who told me to
"Go back home, you stupid,
Iranian bitch."
What hurts me the most is
that the people in my home
community look past the person that I am and focus on the

color of my skin. I want to
make people aware of the
intolerable acts taking place
at JMU. I hope that this
school can offer me and the
other victims of these prejudices, a shoulder to cry on. I
hope President Linwood
Rose will be the man to take
the action in making my
home at JMU a safe place to
live once more.
Shabnam Islam
freshman, international
business

Alumna supports
classes during tragedy
To the Editor
I graduated in May 2000,
but from time to time I still
read Ttie Breeze online to see
what's happening at JMU.
However, this time I came
upon a letter that troubles me
to the point that I just had to
respond to it. In the Sept. 17
issue of The Breeze, Joseph
Fionda's letter attacked JMU
President Linwood Rose's
decision not to cancel classes
on Tuesday, Sept. 11. I'm here
to commend rather condemn
Rose's decision. Tuesday was
indeed a tragic day for our
country.
I work for a Department of
Defense agency in the
V\bshington DC metro area and
was devastated by the attack.
Not only do I have numerous
friends and colleagues who

work in the Pentagon, my
own agency was evacuated to
a bomb shelter before we
were given the order to evacuate our building. For most of
that day, I didn't know about
the status of my agency and
our Pentagon branch, let
alone the status of my friends
who worked in and around
the World Trade Center. Let
me promise you that sitting
in front of the television during the afternoon and
evening hours of Sept. 11 did
nothing to comfort me or alleviate my fears; it would have
done nothing for the students
of JMU.
To my knowledge, many
schools in the nation did not
close their doors after the
attacks. The schools who did
in this area did so for logistical reasons rather than emotional reasons. For instance,
my graduate school was
forced to cancel evening
classes due to the horrible
traffic jams that sprang up
around Interstate 395 aiid
Interstate 95. They cancelled
because students couldn't
make it to class, not to give
them time to flood their
minds with media coverage
and uncertainty. I am glad to
see that JMU kept classes in
session.
What good would have
come out of canceling classes
at JMU? As Fionda said, students from the Northern
Virginia and New York areas

were undoubtedly hit hard
by the attacks, but what comfort would they receive from
sitting in dorm rooms or
apartments? To sit and dwell
upon the unknown casualties
and details of the attack
would have been futile. To go
to class, engage their minds
in something else and perhaps find a support network
among classmates would be
more productive and emotionally healthy.
Fionda also said that "this
isn't a time for business as
usual," but I disagree wholeheartedly At this time, it is
imperative for Americans to
continue on with their lives
with as much normalcy as
they can muster. Of course I
encourage everyone to adjust
their normal routines to help
fund raising and blood donation efforts, and I uri.imlv
hope people will take time
out for reflection and/or
prayer for the families of the
fallen. But to completely
abandon our routine is to let
the terrorists triumph over us
once again.
Even the federal government, including those who
work in the Pentagon, was
ordered to report to duty as
usual after the tragedy. Was it
hard for people to return to
the buildings they were
forced to flee just the day
before? Was it hard to return
to work with the knowledge
see IJiTTERS. page W
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Student thinks 'eye for eye' is wrong idea
KO.NA

GALLAGimsUconlribuimg photographer

TopiC: If you were
President Bush, what
would be your plan
concerning recent events?
"I'd find out who was
responsible and then lake
military action."

Kyle Dolph
freshman, undeclared
"/ would do something
that would save the most
lives and would shoiv
them tliiit uv are a unified
country."
Emily Karlicek
junior, SCOM
"/ would find out wlio is
responsible and attack
them."

As I somberly paced through
the campus Wednesday, Sept.
12th. 1 was bombarded with
phrases from other student's
conversations in reference to the
tragedy that struck this country.
As 1 listened to what some of
them had to say my heart began
to sink further into my chest than
it already had. The statement
that pained me the most was
stated as followed by one of our
fellow JMUers: "Look what they
did to us. Let's go bomb the shit
out of them."
After hearing this I thought
to myself, my gosh, people are
living things and acting irrationally without even thinking
about the situation as a whole.
We do not even know who is
responsible and already we want
to cause some form of DMM
destruction. Under the circumstances, things an- said out of
hurt, anger, frustration, shock
and fear. As a country, we were
violated beyond belief and the
human race as a whole was (Hi
regarded with such dlsgutl
These feelings and attitudes we
are taking now are a direct result
of how we feel. Therefore, naturally, we want someone to pay
for what they did to us.
} lowevor. this vindictive "eye
for an eye" mentality that currently plagues, not only our campus but also our nation, must be
deeply examined before unjusli
fied actions are taken. I do not
have a problem with condemning those involved, punishing
those involved or carrying out
whatever means this country
feels is necessary to make those

responsible pay If in fact the ter- actions against another country
rorists rum out to be the prime or peoples there will be consesuspects, who at this point is the quences, and there is not a single
Afghan-based, known-terrorist guarantee that we will be safe.
Osama bin I .ulrn and his folSo, are we ready to retaliate
lowers, how can we punish just to quench our feelings of
those who are not involved with hurt and anguish? We will cause
his actions? By retaliating we the same hurt and anguish to the
will in some degree do just that. country that we will be destroyBut, many of us disagree. We ing. We have already suffered a
want to punish and retaliate tremendous loss and know what
against the country that these it feels like. Are we ready to put
people are from,
personal
freeand we want to
/ /
doms and ttvu
punish and retal• •
on the line?
iate
against
As I was talkthose who may Seeking revenge will ing with one of
have the same
my peers thev
nUgkXH or eth- not stop terrorism; it said they think
nic
backthat it is necesmay slow it for a
grounds in comsary for us to
m.m Wt* tlu.se WOWeM, hlit it WlUftOt *A"I" I" order
responsible.
•
for this nation to
That is wrung
StOp It.
inform the peoRetaliation
^^
pie or ptfJOIH
wrong in this
responsible for
n-spect ami it will harm us in the this tli.u it was not OK and we
long run.
will not be taken advantage of
If wc begin to retaliate against like that. When I heard this, I
the suspects and their country or cringed. I find it difficult to
countries involved, Wt rBTV* to Ivheve thai whOtVCI If mpOMft1
think of what will happen to us hie for thts knows that this was
in return. Are we ready to put indeed not OK.
more freedoms and lives on the
Further, the "eye for an eye"
line? For those of you who think attitude that the majority
the United States of America is embrace is wrong. What will it
invincible, look at what hap- solve? Seeking revenge is an
pened last Tuesday. That is pure immature action on a victim's
evidence that we are not as part to either make themselves
strong as we think we are. The feel better or let their perpetraunrealistic idea that nothing will tor know that he or she can hurt
happen to us or that other coun- you just as bad as you hurt
tries will not further damage us them. What these terrorists
in response to a iei.ili.ihon have done is done. We cannot
against them is null and void. If bring back the loved ones that
we do go to war or take war-like died.

Looking at freedom

Dave Dickens
junior, political science

LOOKISG, from page 9

"/ think I would find out
wlu) the source is and wlio
supports it and take action
from there, not randomly
bomb people."
Marjilla Seddiq
freshman, biology

International, describe the
United States as one of the
worst human rights violators in
the world.
With our ongoing wars,
heavy with the blood of innocents (known as collateral damage), against Palestine, Iraq and
Colombia, and our recent military actions against Sudan and
Afghanistan, is it any wonder
that we have enemies? I only
hope that our government does

not once again sink to the level
of these terrorists by striking
back. I hope that we can look
past nationality, past colour,
past meaningless flags, and
only see humanity and the freedom and democracy that we all
desire and deserve. Because 1
fear that will not be the result of
Tuesday's tragedies, 1 will end
with this quote from Pol Pot:
"Everything I did, I did for my
country."

Seeking revenge will not
stop terrorism; it may slow it
for a moment, but it will not
stop it. The diversity that beautifies this world is the same
diversity that darkens it. As
long as we shall live on this
earth people will have different
views
on
everything.
I 'isagreements cause anger and
frustration, and there will
always be some people that will
act on this anger and frustration. They will terrorize others.
Although this is not justification for their actions, it may be a
topical explanation as to why
problems like these ignite.
When 1 explain my theory
on retaliation and people say to
me, "Then what should we do?
Sit back and relax?" They say
things like, "You are letting
them win." I know what we
should do but it is not going to
gel done. We as a country need
to find out why this happened,
why these people did what they
did, why they had to resort to
these measures, what makes the
people in the Palestinian streets
I heer and rejoice in our devastation, and then maybe for the
first time in this nation's history
we will be addressing the
underlying problem and not the
immediate symptoms of the
problem. Otherwise, we can
retaliate, go on with our lives
and start this cycle over, and
solve nothing because retahat li fl is not a solution, it is just an
anesthesia that will eventually
»%< ii till

Jennifer Hartnagel is an undeclared sophomore.
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Peter Gelderloos is a sophomore English major.

You Still Have Time!
Apply now to be an

confidence, pride,

[grit]

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.
In Army ROIC. you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuf*

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN
Many positions arc still available
for next spring and summer terms
in Western/l-lastern 1 mope & Latin America.
Contact Judy Cohen for details:

Stutl that builds character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on you' leet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advitor to find out
more And get ready to sweat a little

Phone 568-6979 /e-mail <cohenjkftjmu.edu>
or come to Millcrest for an application
(see www.jmu.edu/international/internsbips)

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
See what wc have for you!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

This is opportunity knocking . „

Campus Crusade Fall Retreat.

sweet
Rockbridge. September 21-23
contact Mark: chapmame@jmu.edu or 438-0970

OPINION

THURSDAY, SF.PT.

Darts

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
LETTERS, from page 9

have prepared any of us for
what was about to occur.
Our professor entered, sat
down, got our attention and
tried to give his presentation
but couldn't.
The hatred generated by
these events had affected
him too deeply. His short
wcture was the most touch
ing seven minutes of my
entire life. The emotion
shown as he attempted to
explained how the hatred
has forced his sister, his parents, and even him, one of
the most educated men I
ever been fortunate to meet,
to be afraid, was too much
for him to bear. He dismissed class and departed,
leaving us in shock.
Why? In this time of confusion where we search for
the answer to why this
tragedy happened at the
WTC and the Pentagon,
hatred becomes the quick fix
and is used to blame others
who look like the supposed
criminal in charge of these
occurrences.
My thoughts on what
needs to be done are not
important; the Important
issue is that we find these
criminals, punish them and
band together as a nation of
mixed peoples to form the
true America, one without
racism, hatred and discrimination. These "American
values" are what we are
really fighting for in this
battle against the "Attack on
America." It isn't a decision
of whether or not we need
to bomb a nation in the
Middle East just to show
that we are still mighty. Our
society needs to
band
together, to stop the hatred
and discrimination, and
show the world that we
Americans are not going to
stand for this,
Kevin C. Murphy
sophomore, 1DLS

that people I knew were lost
in the attacks? Of course it
was, but there is work to be
done, lessons to be learned
and life to be lived. We cannot forget the devastating
blow our country took last
week, but we must begin to
move past it and prepare for
wh.it lies in the future.
Melanie Jennings
program analyst. Defense
Technical Information
Center
Class of 2000

Student wants to
bring end to hatred
To the Editor
In the wake of the horrifying events that took place
this past week, namely Sept.
11, America stands united
and stronger than ever.
However, 1 see a different
side of this newfound unity.
Not that this event wasn't
horrible, but that the events
that are occurring now in
our great nation make this
tragedy even more tragic.
What am I talking about?
Hatred.
If anything should teach
our country about stopping
discrimination, this hatred
toward those different from
ourselves, these events at
the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon must be it. We
might come out of this
occurrence with a stronger
front, but the very backbone
that makes America stand
tall will be severely damaged.
I went to my most interesting class, which was held
that day due to the closed
campus on Friday. As I
entered the lecture hall, a
sense of uneasiness and
pride overwhelmed
the
room, but nothing could
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Dans & Pals are submittedanonymously
ami printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Sulmissions are based upon one />erson \
opinion of a Ri\*n situation, persm or event
and do not necrssarilx reflect the truth.

Pats

Emad darts and pats i<> hree/eJp<" homuiiUom

Dart...

Pat...

A "could you-kindly-kccp your-balls-confincd
to-your-own-turf" dart to the )MU baseball team

Soil in by a disgruntled senior incaivnklKtd by a
bn}ken back window and a nice new "official" CAA souvenir baseball.

Pat.

A "thanks-for your -concern tor -the -em Ironment" pat to Carrier library for switching to HKI
percent recycled paper.

From Ihc members of the IMU iarlli Club who hope
Ihey can help all ]MU computer lab and c\>i<y centers follow the library's Icatt.

Dart...

A "thanks-for<omingto-my-rescue" pal to the
boys in Olde Mill Village building 19 for carrying me
home on Saturday night after a rough couple of
hours of being almost comatose on the stairs.

Sent in by a girl wlto thinks it's nice to biotv tltat there
are decent people willing to help a girl who doesn't know
lier limits and appreciates still being aliiv.

Dart...

A "sure-let's-expressour-feelings-to-Osama-binladen" dart to the guy who calls our pilots cowards.
From a student who not only MTMfl in the military
but whose cousin uxu on the 106th floor of the 1
Trade Center building and will nr/\r be seen again.

Pat...

A "put-your-art-on-paper" dart to the leftist
group on campus who insists on trashing my school
with their side-walk chalk campaign.

Sent in by a proud-lo-be-an-Amerwan student tolio
wants justice, not pwytt*

A "glad-there -are still -people like vou" pat to
the young man at tin- gat station last Wednesday
who saw a person in need and insisted on bin big
my gas, then left without his change.

Sent in by a thankful junior wiio hopes ■
the favor somedai/.

So MUCH EASIER THAN RATTLING THE PAPER IN CLASS.

www. t hebreeze. or§
THE BREEZE
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Major in savings.
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Buy more. Save more.
Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
(her chases not Included)
NoVs the time to buy your Mac they're bit, easy to use .mil
loaded tilth features Express youneV by i readng your own
Movies I -e liunes ion| MP9( Irimi |
: . i I Da, Of
bum custom CDs Enhance your work with produoMn
and graphics software tad share Sea wkh anyone
iTx- benefits add up-fust like the savings

Save even more when you also buy these great products:
Canon ZK2llcifZKJsM( ! Camcorder, Ill1 Ms Distal Camera. Iljmls|iiini:',
Edge Handheld, and Hie un3j.Ml1 MP3 Maya K>r each product you buy, youl
receive;! $1110 instant rebate
Take advantaged special student pricing, V™ an even get an Apple
Instant Loan foe Education Buy and owonlne at tb
t Education
\Mui.i|1ple(l.,iinli:(aiilmMoie.,allSil(l--HII-i(ltWi,ir\MI(lie.lMI BookStOR.
Oder good between July 18, 2001, and October 14. 2001.
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LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — It looks like you have two objectives this year. One involves fixing
up your home or moving to another location. It's a change, and it's up to you to make
sure it's for the better. The other objective involves a trip, perhaps your dream
vacation. Just as you suspected, you can't do both. Take care of the domestic project
first, and be satisfied with travel posters (or now. Everything will come to fruition in
due time.
Daily rating: 10 i» the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
0K~
1(H).n is .i 7 - It s lime to get prac^■jra^* tical. Figure out what you want
^J and how much it's going to cost.
Do the work, get the money. You
can settle down and take care of business
M well as anyone.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^•kl Today is a 7 - You may be voicing,
■B^or merely holding, a minority
ffW opinion, but you're not completely
alone. You have some very important people on your side. They're important to you, anyway.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - There's plenty of
(
money coming in, but don't
;waste it. If you're careful, you
^' can pay the bills AND get a spe>Sw (ied< /ui someone ywu love. W> nlca
to be able to do that, especially when it's
unexpected.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - Friends may have
advice about how you should
manage your money, but don't
do everything they say. Being
thrifty isn't enough. You also have to recognize a good deal when you see one.
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
^ -v Today is a 7 - Comfort a person
^4y
who's worried about a domestic
T^ matter This person has been a
friend to you in the past and
respects your opinion. He or she might
even take your advice.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
-i^^ Today is a 7 - If you have any
.-^nl money left after paying the bills,
MF wh) not go out? A concert
^"•"^•^ would be nice, but the combo at
your favorite club doesa good job, too.

Libra (Sept 23-Ocl. 23)
Today is a 6 - You get to play
counselor again, and it's a job for
1
which you're suited. A loved one's
frustrations could reach maximum intensity by tomorrow, then ease
on Sunday. Recommend patience and
deep-breathing exercises. -*

4$

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
| Today is a 7 - You're a master of
• innuendo, and you're about to
meet your match. Let a person
who doesn't say much catch your
eye. Flirtation is allowed, but only if you
really mean forever.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
Today is a 7 - Unfortunately, not
«Jk* everything is ,is effortless .is you'd
*^^P like. You'll work a little harder to
get the same amount done. Does
this mean you're doing something
wrong? Nah. That's just the way it is.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
jzc*
Today is a 7 - A loved one's sup"^^v port means the world to you,
[jFfa and you'd I ike to give something
back. You don't need to buy an
expensive gift. You can't really afford it,
anyway. Give this person something
even more precious: your love.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 6 - You're wildly creative, but you're also fundamentally practical. You make sure
things work. That's what you get
to do now. Take the time, try it out, go.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^±
Today is a 7 - The more you
(t%lllMm',ne less you'll 9tn»S' You'll
^J either change a situation you
don't like, or you'll accept it.
Either option would be better than worrymg.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Examinations
Boasts
Service charge
To no
Bizarre
Gun the engine
Source ol many
unforeseen
troubles
19 Timepenod
20
been had!
21 Espied
22 Layer ot ore
23 Windward Islands
nation
27 Yellow gems
29 Chinese port
31 Zilch
32 Inning ender
33 Relish
35 Structure starter?
38 Footprint
40 Metric weights,
briefly
42 Sea east ol the
Caspian
43 _cotta
45 Argentine plain
47 Fruity cooler
48 Canisters
50 OW-time singer
52 Cause ol public
outrage
55 Cooks just below
boiling

'

1
6
11
14
15
16
17

56 Voucher
57 Permit to

59 Prune
60 Fled
61 Tangential
thoughts
66 Employ
67 Like college wails
68 Flynnof
Hollywood

69 Plot for roses
70 Calendar units
71 Worn and shabby

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Light knock
Actress Gabor
Luis Obispo
Piece of news
Bratislava
populace
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

6 Feathery scarf
7 Tim of "Star Trek:
Voyager"
8 Ready to swing
9 Become
gradually more
acceptable to
10 Male or female
11 Still shot from a
moving picture
12 Unworldly
13 Roy's Dale
18 City near Council
Bluffs
22 Letter-lady White
23 Phantom
24 Sales trail
25 Amused
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Slow-movers
54 On the up-and-up
In addition
58 Oak or maple
Diffusions
61 Performed
Mouth moisture
62 Wood and Wynn
Strike caller?
63 Valuable vein
Bench player
64 Head dip
"Funny Farm" star 65 Slightly shitty

Hawaiian dish
Gee whiz!
Wanders
Burghoff role
Baldwin and
Guinness
39 Snapshot
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Deutsche Banc Alex. Brown

Take your next big step
Deutsche Bank is dedicated to being the best financial services
provider in ihe world We endeavor 10 use our breadth of
experience, capabilities and financial strengih to create value for
our shareholders, customers, employees and society as a whole
This year, our profits have doubled to €4.95 billion, thereby
achieving the best results m our history to date Clearly this is a
very exciting time for the firm and now more than ever we are
seeking to recruit the best and most talented from top
universities around the world
Please join us to learn about career opportunities
in Information Technology and Operations.
Corporate Presentation
Thursday, September 27. 2001
6:30pm
Sonner Hall. Reception Hall
More information about our exciting opportunities can
be found on our web site at www.db.com/careers
Deutsch* Bank u in Equal OpfXXIumty. Altwrnetiv* Action smptoye' I MlflON I.

Teamwork.
Leading to results.*

Deutsche Bank
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Our flag was still there

»

Patriotism soars across JMU and the Harrisonburg community
with displays of red, white and blue
Story by senior writer Jeanine Gajewski
Photos by senior photographer Meghan Montgomery and contributing photographer Dave Kim
Collage by senior artist Cindy Tinker

American Mags proudly lint1 rows of off-campus

apartmenta, llirv wave from car antennae ma fly
in storefronts Ham DM JMU campus to the
Harnsonburg community, ihe events of Sept. 11 have
Ignited a Bens patriotism the attai ks on the World Trade
Center, lln' Pentagon and tin- plane ira-.li in Pennsylvania
became the , atalysl that nklndled love for and devotion
to tin' country.
Tve -i'ii more Sagi around lien' than the Fourth ot
luly," junior \.\\ I'orler Mid I think it- I gn-al gesture "I
patriotism "
lunioi lain I latenden laid, " Illi- past week, I have telt
more pnd.' to be American than ever before." Lissendcn.

along with mam IMl rtudentt, won ted, white and blue
tins past Prida) .is -i displ.n ot palifullain. She also felt
inapued to hang a Mag outside her apartment and in her
window. "I Mill navel linik .it the tl.it; or hear tile national
anthem again without Baling prouct -he said
I.lssolldon i-n'l alone llllllol lell Winter- —ml. \l\
roommates and I have lit candles every night, MKi we
have hung an American flag off our balcony in support of
those who died and those who ,iw working around the
clock in hopes of finding survivors
Senior Hen M.ukouil/ llies a Hag outside his town
house "in res|xTt for people who lost lies and to show
■UppOft tor the military and the government."
Marknwit/ purchased otu- ot the last flags in stock at
Wal-Mart. "People were buying them three and four at a
time," he said.
(hark* Reeaa, assistant manager ot the Valley Mall's
Wal-Mart -aid that tlx- ston' sold out of American Mags
Sept II Reese said that two dav- Liter, about HO people
■rood waiting tor ,m anticipated shipment which -old out

In c.nlv evening ' It was kind of like Christmas," Reese
said. "Wc sold $20,000 worth of flags in one day."
Local business,-, are alaO reaching out to fellow
\in.iH ans m their time ot need. SOS Advertising, located
on (.race Street in Harri-onburg, is loining forces with
others in the industry to raise $100,000 for victims in the
next week Tart-owner, iiinior Hunter l.ormitte said his
company is donating all the profits from a current
Halloween bag campaign to the United Way to aid those
affected by the terrorist attacks. "I love my country,"
I annual aald
W<r*re |ust trvmg to show our support
howevei wecruV
Fires ot patriotism bnghtly burn on campus as well.
Small American flags greet UREC visitors on the
welcome desk and tables in the atrium. Brooke
Thompson, coordinator of marketing at UREC, said two
stall members decided lo fashion red, white and blue ribbons Friday for the entire staff "to unite everyone in spirit
lliompson laid that while UREC remained open
II idav, it obaen id its own moment of silence in the atrium. "Fvcrvonc -t,ip[xvl doing what thev were doing and
came down to the atrium, and a stall member held a flag,"
-hi „ii,l
It (the silence) was a little bit eerie because
UKK is usiialh sue h a busy place ... it was inspiring and
awesome."
The wave ol patriotism brought with it a torrent of
pa—ion to serve our <ounlry and a newfound willingness
lo sacrifice tor it it naoamry "I used to selfishly question
why so many young boys tried to enlist during World
War II, why thev would voluntarily nsk their lives." |un
ior Susie Iniskcv said. ''Hut now, in the wake of the
atl.uk-. I fully understand their desire and passion for this

countn "

Junior Mackie Brownell i- a menibei ,»l IMl - Annv
ROTC. "I will he a second lieutenant when I
from JMU. and I fed like thai- the Iv-t thine. I can do to
support my country," he said.
With each day, American -pint grow- stronger astudents continue loorgani/e displ.n -, ot patriotism. According to a press release on the JMU
Web site fuuaa/MJUBW, members of tin- Studenl Puke
Cluban1 organi/ing-tiidciit- wearing red, w lute and blue
shirts lo form a human American Mag in llie stand- ol
Hridgclorth Stadium Saturdav beton' lire football game
rhey also will accvpl donation- to he senl lo ,i national
relief fund, according to the pass release.
Although patriotism for America continues to grow at
JMU, there are students who don't feel their disrl.ic ing
the flag is going to help anyone.
"I just don't see what displaying the American Mag igoing to do," sophomore Braden Candoe -aid But it
that's what peopk'can do to make themselves feel better,
I am all for it."
Gander i- surprised thai it look -uch a tragedy lor
people to show their pal noli.m .incl think- that .liter a
while it's just going to fade
For others, patnotism is nioro than waving Mac,- and
sporting American colors. Sophomore Ashlcv II,'ii laid
that being patriotic goes beyond a love lor country It i-a
love for all its citizens as well, tcgaidle— ,,t race 01 cth
nicity. "Tolerance, understanding and a, captation' Herr
said, an- the qualities that ullunateh unite a country.
Senior Laura I larding said, "In the midst ol ml
I am duply moved by the Itrenglll and compassion ol
others, and I am eiKouraged to have faith in God and our
country."
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Sponsored by

You are invited to a Special Screening of Serendipity

VISA

Date: Saturday, September 22, 2001
Time: 12:00 a.m.
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater

' Bim»n rwui MUt

BfUPB

Students may pnk up panes the night of the show. Call *86217 for more information
At/mission is free! Mease arrive early! Seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis with pass holders admitted first.

-TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT'

'yferitcii
QotjCourse
(City of O-Carrisonfiurg's Gjo(fCourse)

Be the first golfers to play
Heritage Oaks
on Preview Day,
Saturday, September 29th
There will be a
shotgun start for 18
foursomes at 2:30 p.m.

Can you afford NOT
to advertise in
The Breeze?
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
students will spend
$133.3 million this year.
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
employees will spend
$31.2 million.

Lunch provided by
Hanks Bar-B-Que.
Fee is $40 per person,
including lunch.

$$$$$$$$$

Hurry up!
Reservations are on a
first come-first serve
basis. Registration
deadline will be
September 27th.

The Breeze reaches those students and
employees. With 22.000 in readership,
The Breeze is distributed free of charge
throughout the JMU community twice
each week. This is the most effective way
to reach this powerful market...

442-6502

Can you afford NOT to advertise
in The Breeze?

Siart making reservations
for future Ice limes on
September 19th.
W

«

i« ii i< .L .L 1J JL X L it .L1 tl.i.lkl.1. hi t^iL A

These figures are based on 1995 statistics from
the James Madison University Office of Institutional
Research, and have been adjusted for Inflation.
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■ 'Glass House' shatters
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'The power that money has
over people is amazing."

Sobieski's latest cinematic
endeavor lacks luster.
Pap 17

Celebrities
combine efforts
for charity
HOLLYWOOD HELPS: At a
lime when televison networks are usually trying to
outdo one other, they have
come
together
for
an
unprecedented
television
event. ABC, NBC. CBS and
FOX have banded together to
put
on a star-studded
telethon to simultaneously
air on all the networks in an
effort to raise money for the
victims of last week's
tragedy. "America: A Tribute
to Heroes" has racked up
quite an A-list of celebrily
appearances. A few names
from the long list of stars
include Jim Carrey. Tom
Hanks. Tom Cruise, Julia
Roberts, George Clooney,
Bruce Springsteen, Will
Smith and Clint Eastwood.
The fund-raiser performance
will be on all the major networks on this coming Friday
at 9 p.m.

MADE HIM AN OFFER HE
COULDN'T REFUSE: Marlon
Brando will star in the music
video for Michael Jackson's
new single "You Rock My
World." The pop star wanted
Robert De Niro to star, but the
actor turned down the offer
due to a schedule conflict. You
can also see Oscar winner
Benicio Del Toro and funnyman Chris Tucker in the
video, along with several
unidentified members from
HBO's "The Sopranos."
MMMMMMMM CEREAL:
Hilling grocery aisles next
month are Iwo new cereals
from Kelloggs based on the
legendary television series
"The Simpsons." The two
lilies will be "Homer's
Cinnamon Donul Cereal" and
"Bart Simpson Peanut Bulter
Chocolate Crunch."

Anthony's
Hollywood

Minute

MATERIAL "LATEX" GIRL:
Madonna has a problem with
a new product that has her
likeness on it. "Madonna
Condoms" can be found at
www.CondoMania.com and at
the company's store in East
Greenwich, NY The package
displays a headshot of
Madonna, taken from a series
of nude photos made in 1979
by photographer Martin
Schreiber. He sold the rights
to the pictures two years ago
to VDM International, which
then sold the U.S. rights to
CondoMania, a company thai
sells sex toys and condoms
IMAGINE: Dave Matthews,
Lou Reed, Stone Temple Pilots,
Seal and Cyndi Lauper line
joined the all-star cast of "Come
Together. A Night for John
Lennon." The tribute concert is
at Radio City Music Hall Oct. 2,
and airs on TNT Oct. 9. Kevin
Spacey will host the show that
also has the likes of Alanis
Morrissette. Nelly Furtado,
Beck and Moby performing
classic Lennon/Beatie tunes.
FROM THE HOME OFFICE
IN BALL STATE: What started as a usual joke has turned
into
a
reality
David
Letterman announced a few
weeks ago that he is launching a campaign to have the
football stadium at his alma
mater, Indiana's Ball State
University, named after him.
University
officials
say
they'll consider his request if
he donates S6 million, which
is half of the cost of a new
stadium. Letterman refuses
to pay any money and says
that the free exposure on
national television is payment enough.

see story below

Story by contributing writer Justin Lenart

lustration by contrtutlng artist Tim Brookine

What do you get when
you stick a bunch of guys
and girls on a boat for 15
days, followed by a camera
crew taping every second?
The most awkward vacation ever recorded.
Actually. FOX is hoping
to spark viewer interest with
its newest reality TV show,
"Love Cruise: The Maiden
Voyage." From the producers of MTV's "Road Rules"
and "The Real World,"
"Love Cruise" attempts to
make some love connections
and rejections every week
this fall, beginning Sept. 18
at 9 p.m.
"Love Cruise" is just one
of several reality shows
being forced upon the
national television-watching public this season. If this
show seems oddly familiar,
that's because it basically
rips off FOX's reality hit
from last year, "Temptation
Island."
"Temptation Island 2,"
which premieres Oct. 31 at 9
fun, promises even more
ove, emotion, lies and
deception.
If love and deceit aren't
your forte, try turning to
NBC'S "Lost." The show is
touted as "a global adven-

ture filled with unexpected
twists and turns," according to www.nbc.com.
"Reality TV is never
going to be "real," but 'Lost'
is better than the set up
competitions that are on
'Survivor,'" freshman Chris
Hall said.
"Lost" drops six random
people who are given limited funds into an unknown
locale, pitting them in a
frenzied race to the Statue
of Liberty The first of the
three pairs of contestants to
make it back to the mainland wins $100,000 each
and a new car. To witness
the fun and experiences
they'll have, watch out for
"Lost" every Wednesday al
8 p.m. on NBC.
CBS is offering what
they hope to be competition
for "Lost" in the nearly
identical "The Amazing
Race." Whereas "Lost"
challenges players get from
one side of the globe lo the
other, "The Amazing Race"
sends players (two teams of
11) all around the world just
to end up at the same place
they originally began.
The only obvious difference between the two
shows, besides "Race'"s
larger playing field, is the
prize of SI million going
i the pair that reaches

BUSY BONO: U2 front man
Bono was busy at the MTV
Video Music Awards on Sept
6. On top of his performance,
Bono was backstage rounding up stars to record a
remake of the Marvin Gaye
classic, "What's Going On."
The song will feature Britney
Spears, 'N Sync, Jennifer
Lopez. No Doubt, Destiny's
Child, Christina Aguilera
and Slaind. Set to be released
on Dec. 1, World AIDS Day,
the song's profits will go
toward the effort to help raise
awareness about the AIDS
crisis in Africa.
HOMERUN: Keanu Reeves'
new heartfelt movie in which
he manages an underprivledged children's baseball team attempted to take
.uulicnces' minds off the
tragedy
of
last
week.
"Hardball" debuted No. 1
this week at the box office,
grossing S10.1 million. The
feelgood movie served up
sports entertainment on a
weekend that lacked any of
its usual fall sporting events.
NEW DATE: The 53rd Annual
Emmy Awards, to be hosted by
Ellen DeGeneres, was rescheduled for Sunday, Oct. 7, the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences announced Friday.
The live broadcast from the
Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles will air on CBS.
REST IN PEACE HANK:
Hank the Angry, Drunken
Dwarf, a regular guest on the
Howard Stern radio show,
passed away Sept. 4. The
cause of his death has yet to be
disclosed. Born Henry Nasiff,
Hank made it onto Stern in
1996 when he showed up outside KROCK studios at 5:30
a.m., belligerently drunk.
Stern took him in to listen to
his angry ranting. Eventually
he became part of Stern's
"Wack Pack" that included
Crackhcad
Bob
and
Beetlejuice. Hank hit it big in
1998 thanks to the loyal Stern
listeners
when
People
Magazine's online poll named
him World's Most Beautiful
Person. He will be missed.
Anthony Marchegiano is a SMAD
major who spent his summer castawayed on Block Island.

sophomore

As real as it gets ...
maybe

by senior writer
Anthony Marchegiano
CENSORSHIP: Clear Channel
Communications, the largest
radio network in the country,
■ created an extensive list of songs
deemed "lyrically inappropriate" to play on the air in the
wake of last week's tragedy and
sent it to its 1,110 radio stations
nationwide. Among the son^s
blacklisted from airplay include
both oldies and now hits; from
Led Zepplin's "Stairway to
Heaven."
John
Lennon's
"Imagine" .ind Sinatra's "New
York, New York" lo Dave
Matthews Band's "Crash Into
Me" and The Bangles' "Walk
Like an Egyptian " The harshest blow wont to Rage Against
the Machine, which had al! it~
sony;-: nixed.

LAUREN MUSGROVE

"The Amazing Race" airs
every Wednesday al 9 p.m.
If none of these new
shows pique your curiosity,
there's always the old
favorites from seasons past
lo fall back on. CBS brings
back the now-classic reality
series, "Survivor." This season, the tribes set up camp in
Kenya. Lions, tigers and
malaria, oh my!
"The series in my judgment is callow, lacking
in both quality of
content
and
depth
of
character,"
junior Scott
Me h a f f e y
said
of
"Survivor."
Sophomore
Chelsea Taylor,
however, supports the show,
saying, "I like
the suspense,
competition
and personalities of all the
different participants."
Whatever your
opinion, "Survivor
3" begins Oct. 11 at
8 p.m.

If
human
depravity
intrigues you, there's always
"COPS" on FOX. In its 14th
season, "COPS" will once
again highlight some of this
nation's most distinguished
hillbillies in two back-toback installments every
Saturday at 8 p.m.
What lengths would people go to for some quick,
easy money? "Fear Factor"
answers that question in a
very literal way. "The
power that money has
over people is amazing,"sophomore
Lauren Musgrove
see DOES, page IS

latrfapH*.

stylish

— Briefs —
PIANIST LEON BATES
Pianist Leon Bates will perform in Wilson Hall Friday, Sept. 21
at 8 p.m. Bates' performance is a Masterpiece Season Encore
Series event. Admission is $12 for adults, $10 for senior citizens
and 56 for children. For resorvatioRs, call Masterpiece Season
box office at x8-7000.
SALSARENGUE

CHRIS LAB7X>*J<omnbuhnKi>>u*(>tniptif>

The Rev. Kayln Rote's exhibits, "Velocity" and "Impact," In
the Art Works Gallery at Zlrkle House Include several pieces
with an automobile theme.

Industrial revelations
BY BECCA WORTHINCTON

contributing writer
Crumpled license plates,
crushed car doors, broken rear
view mirrors and occasional
smears of frighteningly realistic
blood sets the scene at Zirkle
House this week.
The two-part art collection
of the Rev. Kayin Rose, a senior
art major, is currently exhibited
in Zirkle House's Art Works
Gallery. The first part, a collection of wall paintings collectively entitled "Velocity," represents what Rose calls "the
vast unparalleled freedom of
the road, the unrestrained rush
that driving gives us."
The second part of the
exhibit is a sensory explosion.
"Impact" is a large chaotic collage of a car wreck which covers the majority of the floor.
The sculpture piece is composed almost entirely of actual
pieces from the wrecks in
which he and his loved ones
have been involved. According
to Rose, "It is about the loss of
control, and the debt you pay
for that adrenaline kick."
The exhibit is abstract, explosive and frantic, full of energy
and anger. Violence seems to be

a pervasive theme, more so
from the floor display representative of the car wreck than the
wall paintings. A great deal of
passion and rage stem from the
subject of velocity.
"There are a lot of anger
issues that come along with
being aggressive and fast,"
Rose said. "1 like to get into
people's faces (with my art]
and push them for as much as
they can feel and experience.
I'm not very subtle."
The wall paintings are
overwhelmingly dark; black,
brown and tan oil sticks on
wood or paper. Abrasive lines,
deliberate smudging and
choppy shading, all contrasting in such a thick medium,
create an intensely texlured
and very powerful exhibit.
The assembly is also fascinating. Nothing is matted; all
is hung by large metal bolts
and
screws.
Individual
pieces are not titled because
titles distract from the total
effect. Rose said. Part of
Rose's exhibit is on the floor
to parallel the moment of
looking at a car after a wreck,
totaled and unrecognizable
see SCENES, page 17

Club Latino will hold Salsarengue on Saturday, Sept. 22 in
the PC Ballroom from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. The event will feature various styles of music and ballroom dances including j
salsa, merengue, bachata, hip-hop, reggae and house
music. Dance lessons will be offered from 10 p.m. to 11
p.m.
"Serendipity" SNEAK PREVIEW
A free sneak preview of the Miramax film "Serendipity" will
air in JMU's Grafton-Stovall Theatre this Saturday, Sept. 22 at
midnight. The comedy/romance stars John Cusack and Kate
Beckinsale and is scheduled for release on Oct. 5. For more
information, call University Program Board at x8-7822.
TALENT JAM SUBMISSION DEADLINE
Video and tape submissions for the Nov. 1 Talent Jam are due
Oct. 5 to the University Program Board, located in Taylor Hall
room 203. For more information, call UPB at x8-7822.
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO CONTEST
An International Photo Contest will be held Sept. 22-29 at
Carrier Library. Anyone who has traveled abroad may submit
their best three photos. For more information, contact Cheryl
Tobler at x8-o273.
POETRY CONTEST
The International Library of Poetry is holding a poetry contest
with various awards. The contest deadline is Oct. 31, and there
is no fee to enter, Send one original poem, 20 lines or less, of any
subject or style to: The International Library of Poetry, Suite
19912,1 Poetry Plaza, Owings Mills, MD 21117 or submit online
at wwwpoetry.com.
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
The International Library of Photography is sponsoring the
International Open Amateur Photography Contest for the following categories: people, travel, pets, children, sports, nature,
action, humor, portraiture and other. Only one entry in one category may be submitted. All submissions are due by Dec. 31 and
must be either a color or black-and-white print, unmounted,
8"xl0" or smaller. Photos may be sent to The International
Library of Photography, Suite 101-2612, 3600 Crondall Lane,
Cwings Mills, MD, 21117 or submit online at www.picture.com.
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The literary untouchables

**<£
The 4r-rfu) dodger
Jeremiah Propheti Thursday
Brad Yoden Saturday
Poetry reading. Tuesday

The Biltmore
I)J Myson. Thursday. Karoakei Friday
Free Winfsi Monday

CALHOUN's
Shenfinet Thursday. Calhoun s Jam Friday
Splatti Sunday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Todd Schlabachi Friday
The Booda Velvetsi Saturday

The Highlawn Pavilion
Ladies nighti Thursday & Saturday
Free pool O 25 cent wings. Monday
Live techno DJi Tuesday. Acoustici Wednesday

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Prophet Tuesday. Live Jam Wednesday

Ma?nrtree+ bar < grid
Paradise Cityi Saturday

The Little Grill
Book of Kills. Friday. 9 p-m. <$J donation)
Open Stage. Saturday. 9 p.m.

■ t *v:*

Slingblade. Thursday
Todd Schlabachi Wednesday
RVANPllDLOSKl/iCT«»(,m«
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Just as the ancient Indian
caste system had levels of
KM iai importance, so. too, does
the world of literature. And far
below the Brahmnns of contemporary literature are the
social outcasts, the downtrodden, the Untouchables: science
fiction, fantasy and horror.
For some of us, these three
genres conjure up vicious
stereotypical imagery (humorous nonetheless): acne-ridden
teenagers in taped, hornrimmed glasses sitting on the
bench at recess and sucking
snot back into their nose as
they read the latest in a long,
long series of "Star Wars" novels; lanky boys in clothes their
mothers laid out for them
dealing out "Magic: The
Gathering" cards and reading
tome-sized books while waiting their turn; middle-aged
bachelors in wife-beaters covered with pizza stains cruising
the Internet at midnight, surrounded by posters of George
Romero films.
The list of pretensions is
imaginative and
infinite.
While they may not be true in
most cases, I feel there is a tendency among most readers to
look down upon these three
areas of literature — the areas
that only seem to gain
respectability during the tin
moil of puberty.
Now 1 won't cast the first
stone because I, too, am guilty
of making such pretensions,
only because for a brief (very,
very brief) part of my child
hood I was one of those pretensions. I used to spend
enormous amounts of (my
parents') money on Magic

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
o„. o~ In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
B01-M070

Next to Sprint

Back to School Specials
F"11 ^
Ki ln
"
Manicure
•With Parafin Wax

$20
$13
$10

Pedicure
$18
'with Whirlpool Spa
Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
American Manicure...$5

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat 9am-8pm

Walk Ins Welcome
Gift Certificates available
We accept all local checks & all major credit cards

Do you want to work in
Corporate America?
Drive a BMW?
Carry a cell phone
and Palm Pilot?

that are too enormous to be
denied.
Popularity
sells
books, and I'm sure that the
various publishers of these
three genres are rolling in
beds of cash like Demi Moore
in "Indecent Proposal." And
you know what? These books
make people happy.
Then there are the special
works, the works that can
enlighten while they entertain. These are the horror, fantasy and science fiction stories
that bring us characters we
can relate to and care for,
themes that aren't just confined to Hobbits and StarChildren, but to everyday
by senior wriler
human beings. As long as
these genres have the magic to
Zak Salih
do that, then they are eternal.
So to whet your palette,
Looking back on it now,
Sci-fi, fantasy and horror and perhaps to entice you into
Ihe very notion th.it I played a novels, contrary to popular being more adventurous in
fantasy card game seems belief, can be imaginative your leisure reading, here are
immature, but that's exactly and enjoyable reading expe- some of the books I have
what drives this lack of appreriences So what if the Literati enjoyed reading from the
ciation for some very influen- don't condone such experi- three genres. These are the
tial works of literature.
ences? Last time I checked, works that, in my opinion,
We think of these three the latest book in Robert have that special aforemengenres, and we think of book- Jordan's "Wheel of Time" tioned ability to take us out of
shelves filled with huge, 700- series was on the Neio York our everyday world while at
plus paged paperbacks, series Times Bestseller List.
the same time help us to
after endless series of murk
What
about
Anne understand it.
ludicrous notions of space McCaffrey, Brian Aldiss,
"The Lord of the Rings
travel, vampires, zombies Marian Ellison? And what Trilogy" by J.R.R. Tolkien
and winged horses.
about Stephen King, the so- (fantasy) — perhaps the most
We think of content and called master of terror who influential and well-known
emotion sacrificed for the equates himself with the lit- fantasy series ever written
sake of adventure and VIMI.II erary equivalent of a Big Mac about a journey to find a
descriptions; it's hard to and fries? J.R.R Tolkien — magical ring.
Imagine a fantasy novel that need I say more?
The three books contain a
doesn't involve a cliched
Regardless of literary menagerie of fantastical creaquest for a cliched rune or talmerit, there is a gargantuan tures ranging from hobbits to
isman to save a cliched pat
market for fantasy, science trolls to dragons and are
adise
from
destruction. fiction and horror novels. being made into motion picRarely do we consider these There are conventions and
see SCI-FI, page 18
three genres to exercise the cult followings and fan bases
cards. Every Kriday at the
local used bookstore in town
there was Magic Night, where
I'd get together with others
and play game after game
between shelves of dusty,
unsold fantasy paperbacks.

AH Things
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Restaurant Hours: Mon.-Fri. 1 la.m.-4p.m.

(J

Great Food • Reasonably Priced • Featuring Boars Head Meats & Cheeses

C

}

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS • GIFT BASKETS

\

Reserve now for Parents Weekend:
Extended Hours:
Fri. October 12 Dinner Hours 5-9p.m.
Sat. October 12 Lunch & Dinner Hours Ham-9 p.m.
'hot & cold takeout platters also available'
«M tf-w^j, )iM.
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UNIVERSITY CAREER FAIR

564-3988

Boubto feature et
Austin renters
Free!
I oMWlrtUaB

You DON'T«.«.
come to OPPORTUNITIES 2001

mind; we think ol them as
MdaUvet, something to keep
our kids occupied. Let them
live inside their minds and
they'll stay away from premarital sex. drugs and rock
music, right?

/
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THE BRITISH EMPIRE STRIKES BACK.
YEAH BABY, YEAH!

JiosniPniEK

25™
Convocation Center from 1-5 p.m.
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER

jwny.t B

"SW^SteCiElV
-i—.........

All Maiors...All Ages
Meet employer? hiring for a broad range of positions such as Filitest
Irmnrr. Police OJfierr, Rerearcber, Inveihf/ilor and Teacher from organizations
Mich as Kiireaii 0/ Labor Statistics, Place Corp, Lifehme Fitness, I 'njjiria Slate
Police and the F.B.I
Download the list of employers and positions at
WWW.imw.edu/tafCCr by clicking on the Student Section and hitting
Opportunities 2001.
•

•

Network and discuss future job and internship possibilities.
•

Professional Dtesi is Strongly recommended.
• Bring plenty of copies of your resume.

•

Many companies will interview the next day!

Friday: September 21
Time: 10:30pm-2am
Location: Quad
Costume Contest-10:30pm
*Win a Lava Lamp while dressing
in your favorite Austin Power's getup!

Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career Development
•

Call 568-6555

Brought to you by: CARE., One in Four, SGA Class Council,
Delta Gamma, New & Improved. REACH., Outriggers and U PB
•rain location: Godwin P

STYLE
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'Glass' falls to pieces
New teen thriller fails to deliver suspense
BY CARRIE DODSON
staff writer

CHRIS I.ARTDAJttminbutmg photographs
A piece from the Zlrkle House art exhibit featuring student works that runs through Sept. 29

Scenes from machines
SCE.VES.from page 15

on the ground in front of you.
'The whole room in general
is about an attack on your senses. I wanted everything to have
that real raw feeling," Rose said.
The timing of this particular
exhibit is impeccable for extracting such emotion. "It's dealing
with tragedy and impact; not
just the moment of, but the ripples thereafter," Rose said.
The point of the exhibit,
according to Rose, is to remind
the viewers that they are always
on the verge of impact. "We
have this illusion about life that
we are in control, and the true
reality is that we're not," Rose
said. "Not at all."
Rebecca Eagan. a senior art
mapr, present "De Composing
Forms" in Zirkle's Other Gallery.
The gallery is lined with small
color photographs. Taken at dif-

ferent locations like construction
sites, scrap yards, old warehouse
buildings and the hack of hard-"
ware stores, each work is earthy
but mechanical.
The photographs express
Eagan's intrigue with old parts
and old machinery. "The textures and the vibrant colors of
rust and peeling paint on those
objects is just interesting.''
There is a unity lo her exhibit, not only in the subject matter,
but largely in the emphasis on
dramatic cararaH In each of her
photos. Eagan uses vibrant
blues battling rusty reds consistently in her compositions,
bringing out the intensity of
color in the environment.
Some pieces of equipment
presented by Eagan are identifiable while others are nondescript. That combination is
exactly what Eagan intended.

"When you break down a larger
object into a smaller form, it
kind of has a mystery behind if
in what it came from."
Eagan's
photographs
appear meticulously composed
and patterned, which is interesting considering the dismantled, dirty content. It's as
though she wandered into a
junkyard and pulled the beauty
out with her camera.
The title o( her compilation
also has two levels of meaning.
"De Composing Forms" is a
double entendre lo mean thai
Eagan is breaking apart the
composition
of
complete
mechanics, which are them
selves simultaneously rusting
and decomposing.
"It's all about form and lines
and color ... I just go out and
look for things that catch my
■VCt" Eagan said.

"The Glass Mouse," the
newest teen thriller on the
block, left me utterly confused. Was I supposed to be
scared? Sad? Shocked? I
chose none of the above and
instead spent the time laughing at the remarkable badness
of this film.
Leelee Sobieski. whose
first and last decent role was
playing the title heroine in
"Joan of Arc," is Ruby Baker,
a disgruntled teen queen.
Her brother, Rhett, played by
Trevor Morgan, provides the
foil for her selfishness, but is
quickly absorbed into the
background.
Something horrific happens to the children, leaving
them the legal ward of their
longtime
neighbors
the
Glasses (ha ha, clever attempt
at allegory). But this filthy
rich couple, played creepily
enough by Diane Lane and
Stellan Skarsgard, aren't what
they seem (gasp!). Deception
and lies ensue as the poor
children find themselves in a
fight for their lives.
This movie is shockingly
bad, Fvrn tha cxtm are second-rate (i.e. Ruby's melodramatically superficial friends
who appear and disappear out
of thin air). It has a few guest

ing. And when I should have
been relieved, it calmed down
and was melodic. Without
Christopher Young's enlightening score, I would have been
even more lost than I was.
"The Glass House" is an
awful movie that no one
should see. It was relentlessly
confusing and misleading
and lacked a surprise ending
to support the unnecessary
plot "twists." Acclaimed television
director
Daniel
Sackheim ("Judging Amy"
and "Millenium,") was obviously not ready for the switch
to the big screen. And
Soon-ski, poor thing, should
never have quit her day job, if
she is even old enough to
have one.

"THE GLASS HOUSE"
STARRING:
LEELEE SOBIESKI,
TREVOR MORGAN
AND DIANE LANE

RAra>:PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
106 MINUTES

appearances by otherwise good
actors: Chris Noth as the children's uncle and Bruce Dern as
the family lawyer. Yet the film
managed to temporarily suck
out their talent.
The only decent part of the
movie was the
score. Although
it was melodramatic and often
copied off of
&• £•'&•&*£• Go directly to the theater
Bernard
and see this masterpiece
Hermann's sig-

•!'•

nature style in
(hioriginal
film version of
"Psycho," the
music clued me
in to the proper
emotional
response to the
scenes. When I
was supposed to
be scared, it was
loud and menac-

AA oute* review key

»««•»
•••••••..•-.
i-.c%

•£

Great movie. Worth the
crazy ticket price.
Wait for this one to play
at Grafton-Stovall.
Should have been
released straight to video

*•

Who approved the
making of this film?

Thursday
09/27/01

Symposium:
Food
Biotechnology
and Global
Hunger
Reduction

FALL

SI

STUDY ABROAD
FAIR!!
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The issue of genetically modified
food products, popular in our media, lias centered on "rich conntry" concerns.

The national pan-

elists listed below will cause us to
consider
point

of

countries.

the
the

more ulohal \iewmany

developing

These presenters will

Speakers:

discuss various current topics, including the science of agricultural
biotechnology, the role of biotech-

• Dr. Daniel Wubah Associate Professor.
Department ol Biology, and Associate
Dean. College of Science and Mathematics

Tuesday, S
11 aoffiio

25

pm

nology for food consumers in developing countries and the tole of
U.S. foreign assistance programs.

• Dr. Jonathan Monroe, Associate Professor,
Department of Biology
• Dr. PerPinstrup Andersen. Director
General. International Food Policy
Research Institute
• Dr. Josette Louis, Senior Agricultural
Biotechnology Advisor, US. Agency for
International Development

Sponsored by:
USAID and
James Madison University

Meet past participants and faculty leaders from all
of JMU's semester and summer abroad programs
Meet 30 representatives of non-JMU organizations
with programs all over the world, including the
Peace Corps!
Register to win a free Eurail Pass
Plan now for your international future!!

This is a Wellncss/Passpot t event!
International I'roiraim

Hillcrest East
568-6419
international®jmu.edu
www.jmu.edu/international

Yur mure Information, contii-f the...
JMIIOIflc,uMiileriiiliuinil Prggruim. Hilk-rttt Ka»l, 5b8-b4lu
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Sci-Fi, fantasy,
horror: oh my!
v /-/ / mm page 16
-hint thai are sure to attract
moil laglona of foUowen
"2001: A Space Odyssov' b\
Arthur C. Clarke (ftd-fl) JatpHcthc number of lequeb to
ihts novel ih.ii fizzle like matta
hcing lucked into .1 hl.uk hole,
"2001" rvnuirv. Ihc BttOMjaBt
most philosophu.il of flu- bookf,
A Imnsct'ndt'nt.il fournev into
the prioress of man's tr.mstor
matton from beaat to human to
god-Uke Star-Child
"I Am legend" hv Richard
M.itheson (horror) — tins
short storv about ■) future in
which vampires prowl the
flight in deserted suburhi.i is
not only ingeniously conjured
but is written in .t ttylc unlike
many horror writers. The
tone tends to dwell mom Oft
the survival of the l.i--t

remaining hum,in M OppOSfid
to endless unde.ul I'liches.
Plua, there .ire v.impirvs thai
hide out In the free/ers of
empty grocery stores; h»w
cool is mat?
"It" In Stephen Kins; (horror) — some of the Bard of
Horror's works are just plain
horrible to read, and his most
recant works have begun to
travel Into the realm of
mature literature ("Bag of
Bones", "Hearts in Atlantis 1
Here, however, is .1 perfect
balance between seriousness
and |uat-plain*cool gore, an
encyclopedia of all things that
scare human beings blended
with a story of childhood and
adulthood, of innocence and
understanding, oi love and
tear It is an extremely capti
\ating novel.

STYLE

Does reality TV keep it real?
OOk S frontpage 15
said. "I can't believe some of
theee things people would
do." Eating buffalo testicles,
sheep eyes and every fathomable part of a pig, and submerging one's self in a box
filled with worms are just a
tew ot the awful feats that

Feat Factor" asks contestant!

to take on. If you don't fear
losing your stomach, see "Fear
Factor" every Wednesday at 9
p.m. on NBC.
Freaks, geeks and weirdos
are just some of the many interesting individuals you're bound
to see on FOX's "Guinness
World Records." As opposed to
"Fear Factor," these oddballs do

not get paid. Instead, they
flaunt their abnormalities for all
the world to see, just to get
recognition in the thick blue
book.
"Guinness
World
Records" can be seen every
Thursday at 9 p.m on FOX.
There are numerous reality
shows on nearly every major
station this upcoming season.

Growing up on reality shows
such as MTV's "Road Rules"
and "The Real World" seems to
have acclimated our generation to the fairly new reality
frenzy. But some viewers have
had enough '"Real World' got
old and so will 'Survivor,' 'Big
Brother' and the rest of them,"
freshman Tricia Fisher said.

Attention all movie buffs!
Movie reviewers meeting Monday, Sept. 24 at 4:30 p.m.
in The Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
YOU

must be there

For more info call Jen & KC at X8-3151

Check out Zak's column next Thursday for
his review of Stephen Kind's "Black House'

56 E. Wolfe Street
Harrisonburg, VA
22802
(Next to Kline's
Dairy Bar)
540433-3917

Open Year Round
Hrs. Vary With
Season.
Hrs: Mon-SaL
Downlnwn: 4.^3-^017

Buy 1 Regular Combo #1
At 54.99
Get 2nd One For $1.00

$8.99
433-4800

Any 2 Arbu's Chicken

Armh
TH*:

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

11-8
Sun. 12-6

BxpbM

(*\

Coupon

Candie's Spa

564 - 2770

THE LOOK

or

Sandwiches for w

-°°

S|S

&»l * Harrteonbor^ W»H>oro, Swats Draft

^T

wwwvaleyaVcom

, qq

373 N. Mason St.
Open untill 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

CALL US

433 • 3322

JL

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheetz)

Walking Distance from
Son Chase. Stone Gate, Blue Ridge.
Potomac & Chesapeake
Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLINC • TANNING - MASSAGE • BODYWRAPS

Tan for Entire School Year $99

Save 10% on Tattoos & Piercing

Tanning Visits $1 Each

Full Body Massage $3$

Manicure $10

(Minimum Purchase 10 Visits)

PerTm

Haircut $12

Limit 4 sandwiches with this coupon • Otter valid through September ?3 P^

35

*

Highlights $40

(Bring This Ad)

Now Accepting Applications

U

U

4 BEDR00MS/4 HUGE BATHROOMS
KEYED BEDROOM ENTRY
MODERN APPLIANCES

SPACIOUS KITCHENS
CEILING FANS
FULLY FURNISHED

S^diASE

a

OLYMPIC-SIZE POOL
POOL TABLES
24-HR. FITNESS FACILITY

24-HR. BUSINESS CENTER
ULTRA-MODERN THEATER SYSTEM

I

O

Call Today!

442-4800
LIMITED NUMBER OF LEASES STARTING IN JANUARY AVAILABLE!! 6 Q

THURSDAY,

SEPT. 20, 2(X)I I THE

Men's soccer
shuts out Hokies
The JMU men's soccer team beat Virginia
Tech 1-0 Wednesday in
Blacksburg.
Senior Reggie Rivers
scored the only JMU goal.
Field hockey
downs W&M

■

Red-hot Rhode Island
Rams threaten 14game home streak

tports editor

The JMU volleyball
team defeated Radford
University Tuesday in
Radford.
Sophomore
Dana
Jones recorded a careerhigh 25 kills. Senior
Danielle Heinbaugh
added Skills for JMU.
Women's soccer falls to
No. 8 Penn State
The JMU women's
soccer team lost 4-1 to
Penn Stale University
Monday in University
Park, Pa.
JMU's lone goal was
scored by red-shirt sophomore Marissa Schuchat.

Basketball

The men's soccer
club team opened its
season at a tournament at Virginia Tech
last weekend. JMU
lost to Va. Tech in the
semifinals. However,
the Dukes did open
with a 2-0 win against
another Va. Tech team.
JMU also
defeated
Clemson 5-0 and the
University of North
Carolina-Charlotte 3-0.
Rugby
The men's rugby
club defeated the
University
of
Maryland 31-25 on
Sept. 15.
Junior Chris Ball
scored twice, while
junior Mickey Moreno
and senior Chris
Mania scored once.
Roller hotkey
The roller hockey
club will have tryouts
for the traveling team
on Saturday. Sept. 22
in Fredricksburg. The
beam's season will
begin on Oct. 26 in
Harrisburg, Pa. For
more
information,
contact Jason White at
whitejt.

Youth
movement
continues
BY TRAVIS CUNGENPEBL

Volleyball at Radford

Soccer

CHRIS LILLY

junior golfer

MEN'S GOLF

The JMU held hockey
team defeated the College
of William & Mary 2-1
Tuesday in Williamsburg.
Red-shirt
freshman
Alissa Santanna gave the
Dukes an early 1-0 lead
with a goal right before
the half.
Freshman
Veerle
Coudswaard scored with
just under three minutes
in regulation, giving JMU
the victory.

The men's basketball club will hold an
open gym Thursday,
Sept. 20 from 6 to 8
p.m. and Sunday,
Sept. 23, from noon to
2 p.m.

photo cnurtny olIMl' PHOTOGRAPHY
Freshman Clayton Matthews, son of coach Mickey Matthews, Is expected to start on Saturday
against Rhode Island. Matthews replaced second-string quarterback Junior Mike Connelly In
JMU's 24-19 loss to the University of New Hampshire.
BY BOB BANCROFT

contributing writer
Out of respect for the individuals involved in the terrorist
attacks in New York City,
Washington,
DC.
and
Pennsylvania, the Atlantic 10
Conference decided to cancel or
postpone all league games
scheduled this past weekend.
As to what should happen
amid all the cancellations last
weekend,
coach
Mickey
Matthews would like lo see the
playoffs pushed back while giving the opportunity for all
teams to play II games.
"All these kids deserve the
opportunity to play 11 games.
Ihen the best 16 teams should
get the chance to compete in tinplayoffs," Matthews said.
Back in action this week,
IMU (1-1, 0-1) takes on the
Rams of the University of
Rhode Island (2-0, 2-0)
Saturday at 6 p.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
The Dukes will be putting
their 14-game winning streak on
the line while the Rams will be
trvmg to start the season 3 0 lor
the first time since 1995. JMU
looks to avenge last year's road
loss to the Rams in which they
led for the entire contest only to
fall victim to a fourth quarter
scoring drive, losing 7-6.
"We shot ourselves in the
foot last year at Rhode Island,
letting the game slip away
while not taking .uh.int.igt' o(
our opportunities," iunior run
ning back Brannon C loins said.
The revolving door that is
the
quarterback
situation
should hold true to form this
week as the Dukes look to st.trt
their third different signal caller
in .is many games Freshman
Clayton Matthews is expected
(it --tart this weekend's game
versus the University of Rhode
Island under -enter
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"We are very young. It's all a
learning experience for the
young guys."

Teeing off
Men's golf gets into the
swing of things this
weekend.

L

FOOTBALL

BREEZE

However, it is conceivable
that opening day quarterback,
red-shirt
freshman
Matt
l.eZotte, could see some action
on Saturday depending on the
situation.
"The decision on whether or
not I will be able to play will not
be made until we take the held
this Saturday," LeZotte said.
Matthews looks to build off of
his poised debut in which he
completed eight of 15 passes for
117 yards and a touchdown.
URI second-year coach Tim
Stowers has turned around the
Ram's program in less than
two years. Stower's success
should come as no surprise to
anyone who closely follows
division
I-A A
football.
Stowers
took
Georgia
Southern University to three 1AA playoff berths and one
national title (1990) in six seasons as head coach.
Coming off of last year's 38 rebuilding campaign, URI
rolls into Bridgeforth Stadium
having knocked off nationally
ranked conference foes in the
University of Delaware and
Mofstra University. The Rams
r.iik season suet <-s^ , ,m be
attributed to a number of factors. The Rams have not
turned the ball over very
often, two lost fumbles in two
games, and they have grinded
out yards and time of possession from their multiple
spread
wishbone attack.
Senior quarterback Vince
Nedimyer is a threat both
throwing and running the ball.
Running backs David
Jamison and Luther Green
are dangerous on the ground
and out of the backfield
receiving the ball. On
defense, the Dukes will have
to avoid senior linebacker
Paul Picciotti, the team's top
tackier, and senior free safety

Lane Small, who also doubles
as the Ram's return man.
Green and Picciotti are both
the reigning offense and
defense players of the week
in the A-10 respectively.
JMU looks to regain the services of their leading rusher.
Coins this week against the
Rams. Coins missed his first
game at any level due to injury
two weeks ago against the
University of New Hampshire.
"I put pressure on myself
every week to play at a high
level, and I'm anxious to get
back on the field this week,"
Coins said. "I feel that we can be
in any ball game as long as we
are playing it smart and simple.
I like our chances when we go
out there and play our football."
JMU will be happy to have
Coins on the field again after his
tremendous opening day performance for the Dukes during
which he rushed for 138 yards
on 23 carries.
Red-shirt freshman Burke
George will make his first collegiate start at place-kicker this
weekend after making his first
and only conversion attempt
against the University of New
Hampshire two weeks ago
The Dukes' previous starting
kicker, fifth-year senior Mike
Clover, will continue to handle
the team's punting duties
Glover currently ranks seventh
among all l-AA punters in
yards per punt.
The keys to victory for the
Dukes will be to put some
points on the board against the
Rams as well as winning the
kicking game. On defense
they will have to stop the wishbone attack by limiting the
production of the fullback and
not getting beat deep on play
.iition passes. Making the
Rams earn their yards will be
the key to the game.

JMU's men's golf team
last year featured a youthoriented group and failed to
reach the NCAA Bast
Regionals for the first time
in six seasons. The future
looked bright for the Dukes
as they hoped to return a
veteran squad for the '01 -'02
season.
The graduation of Mike
Gooden ('01) and a rash of
transfers handed JMU a setback in experience.
"We are very young," junior Chris Lilly said. "It's all a
learning experience for the
young guys."
Senior Chris Cope and
junior Geoff Forcino join
Lilly as the only upperclassmen on the team.
Gooden remained in the
'Burg following his graduation to join the Dukes as an
assistant coach to his father,
coach Paul Gooden.
"|Mike| knows the pressures involved in playing
college golf," the elder
Gooden said in the team's
media guide. "He probably
knows what goes on in the
other side of college golf better than 1 do."
JMU lost three non grad
uating players this year:
John Scott Rattan, Tom
Strange and Charles Hong.
Last year Rattan led the
Dukes with I 75 0 stroke
average and after the season
transferred to the University
of Tennessee
Strange, the son of prol—
sional golfer Curtis Strange,
ile-ted to transfer to North
Carolina State, and Hong left
JMU to pursue a professional golf career in Florida.
For the second year in a
row, the Dukes have suffered
some key losses.
"The loss of these players
sets our program back a bit,"
Gooden said. "1 am confident that we can succeed
with the talent that we have
left."
Co-captains Cope and
Forcino lead the Dukes into
play this weekend at the
JMU Invitational.
A
season ago. Cope boasted a

76.6 stroke average over 11
rounds and said that the
team's recent work on its
short game has helped its
scoring a great deal.
Over 23 rounds last year,
Forcino
averaged
77.2
strokes. Gooden singled out
Forcino as a key leader for
the Dukes.
"This year we have been
working hard, and its has
been paving off," Forcino
said. "We are a young team
with a tremendous amount
of talent."
Lilly is the only other
upperclassman
on
the
squad and averaged 78. 5
strokes per round a season
ago. Both he and Forcino
have three years of eligibility remaining.
Sophomore lay VYoodson
is the sole second-year
golfer this year for the
Dukes. In his freshman campaign, he finshed with a
stroke average of 76.5, the
second-best average on the
team, and recorded a
fourth-place finish at the
Liberty Ramada Classic.
"Jay is just loaded with
talent," Gooden said. "What
Jay needs to work on now is
making his golf swing a lii
tie bit more consistent and
to drive the ball straighter
in play."
The four remaining slots
on the roster belong to freshmen Jairo Irreno, Barry
Londeree, Ryan Stuart and
lason Robertson.
Irreno arrives at JMU
after competing in the
American
Junior
Golf
Association. While only a
freshman, Irreno will be
counted on as an experienced player for the Dukes.
Robertson and Stuart
both join JMU as walk-ons.
The Dukes make their
only home appearance this
weekend when they host the
JMU
Invitational
at
Lakeview golf course on
Saturday and Sunday.
"Our biggest tournament
will be our first one," Cope
saul " I feel this is going to
be a very successful year."
—Settlor wntt*r kclhi GBkspk
ionlnbtiU'tl lo lhi> iirliclc

Sara Wa/Jsuiflp/wioiiniplu'i

Junior Geoff Forcino last season ranked fourth on the team
with a 77.2 stroke average In 23 rounds for the Dukes.
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Travis Clfngenpeel

Week # 4

sports editor

Season tola!
Last week
Winning percentage

I NY Giants at Kansas City
Buffalo at Indianapolis
Oakland at Miami
Tennessee at Jacksonville
NY Jets at New England

SPORTS

15-7
8-3
682

Write for
Sports

Meghan Murphy
art director
14-8
6-5

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor
13-9
6-5

636

590

13-9
3-8
.590

Khalll Garriott
asst copy editor

Kansas City
Buffalo
Oakland
Tennessee
NY Jets

Kansas City
Indianapolis
Oakland
Tennessee
New England

NY Giants
Indianapolis
Miami
Jacksonville
New England

Kansas City
Indianapolis
Oakland
Tennessee
NY Jets

Kansas City
Indianapolis
Oakland
Tennessee
NY Jets

South Carolina
Richmond
Fresno St.
Oklahoma
Iowa

Miss. St.
Richmond
Fresno St.
Oklahoma
Iowa

Miss. St.
Richmond
Fresno St.
Oklahoma
Iowa

South Carolina
Richmond
Fresno St.
Oklahoma
Penn St.

Miss. St.
Richmond
Fresno St.
Oklahoma
Iowa

Why?
Because
someone
has to!

Rhode Is and at JMU
South Carolina at Miss. St.
[Richmond at Vanderbilt
I Fresno St. at Tulsa
I Kansas State at Oklahoma
I Penn State at Iowa

What was in those brownies, Cheech? Whatever it was. Snoop wanN ^MpTp tllCV maffif brOWTUCS?
^"linginhiiheguest pntfictor's slot is the Itfue Devil himself. If this gi
■ - - *- he
- —
A L,tok..
»
■ l\.l...Ll..„l ..I I
U ,1 n
en.. n
to ImOW where
can..«.
get ■ some_.*«.
more;kw
)ustI^L
look,tat--■--.
what;,it >1did
his
any more
Duke blue he'd be pounding
the floor itf
The Brim11like...Wojo.
picks. After a first week of typical Sntx»p-like picks, the Real-Deal earned his name, riding his THIS JUST IN Alk-gations have surfaced, no pun intended, surrounding the POTW's own
Fresno State Bulldogs mtoPOTW supremacy.
Cheech after the Longhom's picks for Week 4 mysteriously disappeared from Snoop's desk
Can you believe this Cheech1 After copying the Real-Deal's picks she had the audacity to between 2 pm and 4 p.m. yesterday aftemuon.
accuse him t>f the practice. She'd like you to believe that there's a halo ait off by that picture,
Cheech has been identified by Bnvv authorities as the lending suspect
but be careful, guys, this one's a wolf in sheep's clothing
"I know she did it" Lunghom said regarding the disappearance. "She's the one who wants ht
Speaking of wolves, the Longhom didn't handle her Week 2 slide with as much grace as keep this rivalry going. I've tried to make my peace with her. but she was much more interested in
she did her Week 1 \ niory After delivering the Real-Deal a slew of words that made Cheech
those brownies than listening to me."
faint, she vowtd n-u-nge on her passed-out counterpart, effectively ending a two-hour old
Said Cheech thmugh bkmdshnt eyes, "These allegations do not reflect my character in the
alliance between the tw o
least I don't have time for this." Cheech then proceeded hi sit for 35 minutes and laugh hystericalAfter an opening week of mediocrity, Mr. Wilson sank to the distinctXKi of the Sultan of Suck
ly at an arKmymous student chasing bubbles around the office.
in Week 2 and now calls the catacombs of the POTW home Rumor has it that Wils»*n has been
Cheech threatened hi sue 1 onghorm for defamation of character if she pursued the matter
nuking his picks via the tned and true "Which mascot is cuter?" method.
further. An official inquiry has been scheduled for whenever Snoop feds like it

For more
info, call
The Breeze
sports desk
x86709

Where Professionalism & Safety
Are Paramount

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
The Skydiving School of
Choice in VA. MD A DC

skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483

• Excellent Safety
Record
• 75* Years
Instructional
Experience
• Skydivc Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
— there s a reason
for that

WORLD RECORD Holders on staff

EVERY MONDAY TrFU FRIDAY, 3T07PM

¥Ki ITA& Rm <=UAiX» PARTY RATTERS
ALL

t.M.a:*; NOW AVAILABLE TO GO
HARRISONBURG

1752 East Market Street
(540) 564-1142

•
***>***^4^

>^^^*^I

SPORTS

THURSDAY, SEPT.

OUT OF BOUNDS
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KHALIL GARRIOTT

Buy your tickets for the D.C. bandwagon
llarrisonburg, Va Ah yes,
thegrr.it "friendly city." lfs«H
chicken factories, skunk smells,
cow manure, a bowling alley,
some good restaurants and
who can forget a Super WalMart. Sounds like nothing's
missing, right? Well if you're a
sports fan, or have the brain of
an ant, you may have noticed
that there are no professional
sports teams around da 'Burg
or anywhere near it.
Being a resident of Manassas
(Yeah. NOVA), I live in a town
where the single-A baseball
team is the most popular team
around, especially during
Michael Jordan's brief stint
there in 1994. But look beyond
the good old hometown farm
tearn.'and you won't find anything we can turn on the television and watch whenever we're
too lazy to get off the couch. So
I, along with several of my fel-

low Manassas compatriots, I'm
sure, end up rooting for teams
in the Washington, D.C. area.
Sure we're about .10 minutes
west of the nation's capital, but
it's as close to home as we've
got. Nevertheless, it's been as
worthless a cause in recent
years to cheer for winning D.C.
teams as it is for Charles Barkley
to go on a diet. It just ain't
gonna happen.
Let's take a look at each of
Washington's "home teams."
First, and perhaps solely
because it's football season,
are the Washington Redskins.
The 'Skins have gone from
Super Bowl-winners in '91 to
the current laughing slock of
the town. OK, so we are only
one week into the season, but
come on folks, let's be realistic
here. It's gotten so bad that
Marty Schottenheimer's son,
the quarterbacks coach, may

have to put up the clipboard
and put on the helmet. Heck,
Jeff, Tony and Sage might as
well let someone else give it a
try. Maybe it's just me, but
something about letting a guy
named "Sage" run an offense
is risky to begin with. (Note to
self: check NFL records for the
last time a "Khalil" made the
team.) Danny Snyder, Mr.
Moneybags as I like to call
him, should quit his job and
sell the team if this season goes
like last season; if not he'll no
doubt be the poster boy for
"selling out to corporate
America." Now don't get me
wrong, I'm as much a 'Skins
fan as the next guy, but maybe
us Northern Virginians would
have better luck supporting
the Baltimore Ravens. And
correct me if I'm wrong, but
didn't they happen to win the
Super Bowl last year? Maybe

Marty and the gang could borrow some tips from Brian
Billick's team on how to win
— that page seems to be missing in the Redskins' play book.

-6 6Even if'#23 does suit up
this season, who is going
to be the Robin to his
Batman? The Kobe to
his Shaq? The Watson to
his Sherlock?
99
Next up is — oh man — it
hurts me to say it, basketball. I
think we all know how pathetic
the Washington Wizards have
been since they made the playoffs and got waxed in the first

...HONOR AND RECOGNITION IF SUCCESSFUL!!

A3

Student Managers and Office Assistants needed for the
MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM.
Call 568-6462 if interested or stop by Room 117 in the Convocation Center.

LARGE

1

$5.99 w/

coN!!

FREE DELIVERY AFTER

in an elementary school near you.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886
ore-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

http://home.rica.net/bigbro

i uiiBILLIARDS

TOPPING PIZZA

see D.C., page 22

A Child Is Waiting

AB

i

of basketball, but remember
that he's only human. Until
Doug Collins signs another bignamer before the season starts
(which isn't likely), the Wizards
will most likely sweep the floor
of the Eastern Conference cellar
again this year. Washington
needs to search for some ways
to pull some "magic" out of its
hat and live up to its team
name. Should Michael return?
No, if you ask me, but those of
us who live in the D.C. area
won't complain if he does. By
the way, expect a final decision
from Jordan soon.
The greatest thing on ice.
Tha»'s what the Washington
Capitals are hoping for the
upcoming season To their credit, they did make a fabulous
move in signing former
Penguin Jaromir Jagr, the

MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Spend one hour a week with a child

LONG HOURS, HARD WORK, LITTLE OR NO PAY...

PIZZA
nzzA

round by Jordan & Co. — oh
wait, it was just Michael himself
that beat them. I remember how
ecstatic D.C fans were when
they got the last seed in the Bast,
but three short games burst that
bubble faster than you can say
'Ciheorghe Muresan.' The Wiz
actually has a good, young
nucleus this year — Kwame
Brown, Rip Hamilton, Courtney
Alexander, Jahidi White — but
none of which are actually
proven big-game players yet.
Oh yeah, how could I forget,
then there's all the hype about
MJ coming back. Well, let's take
a hypothetical. Even if #23 does
suit up this season, who's going
to be the Robin to his Batman?
The Kobe to his Shaq? The
Watson to his Sherlock? The ...
you get the point. His shoulders
are only so broad and the fact is,
he can't win a championship by
himself. Yes, he is still the King

5

Office of International Education
arid CMISS
UPCOMING EVENTS:
All Week:
International Photo Contest Display, Carrier Library
Winning entries for JMU's Second Annual International Photo Contest will be on display for two
weeks in Carrier Library. See: www.jmu.edu/international/ for derails

433-0606
Farmer Jack Shopping Center, Next to Rugged Warehouse

SKI & SKATE
EARLV BIRD SPECIALS ON

SEASON RENTALS!!
Snowboard,boots,bindings.......$89.99
Shaped sbis,boots,bindings
$89.99
Top of lines sbis ('OO model)...$129.99
Good old straight sbis..............$69.99
(Prices good through September only)

Saturday, Sept. 22
JMU World Cup, L'REC Tur/Field, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Join a soccer team and represent your heritage or country in the Fourth Annual JMU World Cup.
Advanced registration is required and may be made at CMISS in Warren Hall, Room 245.

Monday, Sept. 24
| The 1SAT Experience in Malta, Health and Human Services Building, Room
/301,4:30 p.m.
Leam about Malta! George Saliba.Maltese ambassador to the United States, will describe Malta and
its relationship with the U. S. The program includes an abridged project presentation from recent
| JMU Summer in Malta participants and a preview of Maltese opprotunities for 2002.

Tuesday, Sept. 25
Study Abroad Fair, P.C. Ballroom, II a.m. - 3p.m.
Find out how to study abroad all over the world, as well as how to intern, travel, work and
volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts and prizes.

CMISS Speaker, Linda Chavez Gra/ton-Stoid! Theatre, 7 p.m.
Chavez, president of the Center for Equal Opporrunities, was recently honored by the
Library of Congress with its Living Legend Award. She wrote Out of the Barrio: Toward A
New Politics 0/Hispanic Assimilation, which chronicles the untold Kay of Hispanic pmgRH
and achievement and addresses the implications of bilingual education, voting rights
immigration and affirmative action.

Wednesday, Sept. 26

j

w*nit0rplvlngdaj(yw

Winter Sun, Commons, Noon -1 p.m.
Lounge on the Commons while enjoying the sounds of Hispanic music. (Rain location: The Festival
College Center)

Thursday, Sept. 27
ShenFine, Commons, Noon-1 p.m.

BURTON

Enjoy the foot-tapping sounds of Celtic music! (Rain location: The Festivil, College Center)

Hunger-focus Panel: Food Biotechnology and Global Hunger Symposium, Wilson Hall
AiArium,7:30p.m.

s/u.n/Mitv <*»
The burg's source for the coolest stuff on earth!
Next to {honeys
on E. Marbet st

433-7201

M-F10-7
Sat 10-6

The issue of genetically modified food products, popular in our media, has centered on "rich country1
concerns. These national panelists will cause us to consider the more global viewpoint of the manydeveloping countries.

www.jmu.edu/international
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D.C.: Not the U.S.
capital for sports
D.C, from page 21
game's b*st scorer. They have a
rock between the pipes in
goaba Otto Kolzig and some
gocxi second-rale role players.
Teddy "e-mail" Leonsis hat
finally made a name for himself
thanks to the Jagr acquisition.
I'm pulling for th«-1 lap! to have
a great year, but it usually takes
more than just ona MOOA for a
superstar to gel with his new
team. It's still way too early to
make any predictions, hut my
guess is that the Caps will be
the most successful of the
Washington teams this year
Except for maybe D.C. United.
What? The United — I
thought they were no good
anymore. Well, you're right.
Whatever happened to those
years when we could rely on
them to bring home the city's
only title' I'll tell you what happened: Bruce Arena left. The
man with the largest forehead
I've ever seen got the job COM h
ing the U.S. national team and
left the reigns in the shaky
hands of Thomas Rongen. In
years past you couldn't go to a
United game without hearing
hours of nonstop drum-banging and enough incessant
cheering in Spanish to make
you say, "Yo quiero Taco Bell."
Now, even the fans are frustrated, starting fights in the stands
and pushing for the firing of
Rongen.
Translation:
We
should have enjoyed United's
success more than we did
when they won three straight
championships. It's just like
Washington, D.C. to criticize
Sou when you're down and
op on your bandwagon when
you're winning. Something
tells me that bandwagon has
left town for a while and may
not return.
Now this is normally where
I'd bring up pro baseball, but
since the "home team" is considered Baltimore's Orioles, I'll
finish by touching on the city's
two major women's sports:
basketball and soccer. The
Washington Mystics, let's face
it, are headed nowhere. All-star

Chamique I loldsclaw can'! Ofci
off the injured list, and Nikki
McCray obviously wants out.
And the Mystics' roster is so
weak, I hear they're accepting
appttcatkma to try out for the
team. Minimum requirements:
two hands and two feet. Go get
'em, ladies! And then there's
the Washington Treedom, part
of the new women's soccer
league here in the big U.S. of A.
Forming this new league was a
great move, especially considering the success at the World
Cup, but our team just couldn't get it together in the inaugural season. All-everything
striker Mia llamm, a fellow
NOVA alum, struggled to find
the mark and looks like she's
past her prime. (But she does
look quite fit in those Nike
commercials, doesn't she?)
You may have noticed that
while our teams haven't been
successful in a while, we do
have some marquee individual athletes in the DC. area.
Names like Jordan, |agr,
Brown, Holdsclaw, Hamm
and Champ probably will be
ihe t.ilk of the town soon. But
for the time being, we'll just
have to wait and see.
Since there's absolutely
nothing within a cow's moo of
Harrisonburg, we all might as
well follow D.C. sports and
pray every night that things
will get better. I know I will
always be a fan, despite how
much I poke fun at our teams.
But to those of you who are
sick and tired of waiting
around to see a D.C. team hoist
the championship trophy, I'd
say pick up your pizza, beer
and remote and watch some
other teams. Might as well hop
on those bandwagons before
they leave H-burg for good.
All aboard!
Klialil Garriott is a
sophomore SMAD
major who has a
hard lime admitting that Durham ts
a much nicer city
than Chapel,
Hill is.
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fiAanl I c*ot a
parking ticket today.
How did
that happen?

\

Well. I porked outtide of Fejtiwl for
like a minute and when I came bock the
parking Nazi't had gotten mil
Did the'No Parking'
and 'Fire Lone' warning,

But I had my
flashers on!

mean anything to you?

These are so good you
don't have 1b listen
before you buy!
According to Macy, the
new album is called the
id because it defines the
emotions mat force us to
go with our gut, the
things we do before wo
think about it it is the
nght thing to do The first
single "Sweet Baby" is
a wistful rock n' roll ballad featuring back
ground vocals by Ervksh
Badu

This first batch of ol sii
albums are all mastered from the original
two-track soundboard
rmxes and are selected
by the band from the
full span of their
career, including
shows not commonly
lournrj among traders

PHISH • 12/14/95 Blngtiimton NY. Vol.
1-On Sale $18.99 CO

"V has a raw, driving
spirit, the group's most
musically aggressive m

Former trontman and
main songwriter for
Whiskeytown. Ryan

it's history" -Billboard

delivers a highly anticipated second solo

Includes the hit

album, "if you combine

"Simple Creed" leatur

Gra Parsons' soul,
Kerth Richards spirit.
Steve Earte's growl
and Paul Westerberg's

ing Tricky

RYAN ADAMS • Gold
On Sale $13 99 CO

heart you'd probably
end up with someone
like Ryan Adams."Uncut

GET CASH! Plan t buy* CD*, DVD*, VHt-Vtdeo* from your own collection no bring 'em In.
Check out our ever expending collection of item 4 ueed DVD* lot* of unique tltlee at greet price*.

Plan 9, What a Record
Store Should Bel
New & Used Cd's«LP's»Vinyl«>Cassettes
DVD-VHS* Cash For Your Music!

1790-96 E. Market St. In Kroger Shopping Ctr.
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-6

433.9999
www.plan9music.com
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majs
Chock Out Our Sansatlonal 70s
Recht Gift & Thrift. 127 N Mam

FOR RENT
Country Horn* 10 minutes from
campus BAB charm, great rates.
Booh no* (or football games, fall
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits.
Visit out website
intramontebandD.cofn. Booh now
lor a stay to remember.
MvwtlM Your Roots! Proport, In
Tho Breeiel Call 568 6127 for
more information

FOR SALE

Mordktiach Shi MscMn. for Sale
Paid $600. will sell for *175
Call 8965364 or e-mail.
rodar mma#jn HJ edu.

I 1/2 >ear* old
Great condition.
New color cartridge inckidrd.

Person to Laas* Horse lor School
Year - Nice T.B Ready to show
Boarded locally. 2349781

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

Looking to Earn Money lor your
Organuetlon or Yours**? try Fund
U. a no cost lundrarsing program
that's easy and reliable. Call
lfi6&48-FUNt>u com

$50, OBO
431-3948
Custom Rugs lot Sala • All
colors, prices vary for different
si/cs $25.00 $75.00. Call
JoAnn. 4333477.
1M3 Bukh La Sabre/Custom 4
door, excellent condition. $3900
234 9974
UJM New Furniture. Lamps, Ite. EMU students moving from 938
South College Avenue. Everything
must got Low prices' Saturday
700 am. 2:00pm

WANTED

Queen Fetoa/Cever/Frame oxeUem condition. $250. Also hove
Doth $25 Orasaor • $30 QUOM
Bo« Spring/Frame ■ $25 Call
4398151

Maintenance he* Wantod - $8 00
per hour, experience in property
maintenance helpful (pointing,
grounds worh. power tools, etc.).
Fle.ible
hours.
833 6104
MawnaanWaoi com

Epson Stylus 740 Printer

Tutors Wanted - For all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
varner House for an application.

Waitresses arcl Cod.* Nr*«>d
Apply at Jess' Lunch Must be
available to worh lunches
Sophomores and Juniors preferred.
Parking Services
i% now hiring fur Minimi
I ni..i. t Minn Pntgram. (all
Adamat5hrM5M.ir»Ml
wwvi.|mii.(ilit/parkint! for
mure infut mutton.

Complete Computer Caret I do
windows, upgrades, diagnostics,
instruction, repairs Call ma nowi
4329547. KanecompUenVeol.com.
■oauty Aad Brains - From
gorgeous color make-up to
breakthrough shin care products
Feelgood
fragrances
to
scientifically advanced formulas.
Mary Hay has all you need to took
great and live smart. Regina
Clements. Maiy Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant. 5*04394674.
www MaryKaycom/rclementsl
Academic Analyst
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule Save lime.
money. Graduate early, extra
degrees See Breeze Business
Directory 54O430-3697.
Computer Repair • Free home
visits. Free diagnosis and
instruction. 430-3269

NOTICK
For more information ami
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
hutinrs* oppwtiaiiucv cintact ihc
Better HuMncvs Hurcau. Inc
I S.HI - IJ -..|

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break 2002 • Travel with
STS. America s »1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
free tups. informaton/Reser vations
1«006484849 Of www stStrawpl com

AAAAI Early Specials) Spring
Breah Bahamas Party Cruise' 5
days $279' Includes meals,
parties
Awesome beaches.
nightlife' Departs horn Florid* Get
group go free' 1 8006786386
spnngDn?a*f»eW com

PERSONALS

ATTENTION!!

Oat mad) www e inadmoney.com
valuable coupons! $1.00 ofl with
this ad

Wanted! Spring Breakers) Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Breah to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maiatian for free) To find out
how. CMI 1*88-777-4642 or email
saies#suncoastvac atlons com

Skydlvel One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 milos upl 22
jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts'www.sfcyd'veorange.com
1-877 DIVESKY

Sprlne B.rah R*p» N^rdr-n I
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free' No cost We tram you
1800367 1252
www spnng6rejAdlrecf.com.

Survivors Support

•1 Spring Braak Vacation, liesi
prices guaranteed' Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Honda' Booh
early and receive free meal plan Now
hawg campus repel 1800-2347007
www. entfeMSummer fours.com

Act Howl Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices' South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida & Mardlgres
Reps needed. . travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6>
B004BM2O3 »** BtJuakxea pom

AAAAI Spring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air, hotel, tree meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
free' Florida vacations $129*
spnnabretiktravei. com
1«CC«78«386.

*1 Spring Break Operator! Chech
our website for the best deals'
www vagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organism earn free tnps and
cash Can todnyl 1 866-BREAK-OO

Spring Break Party'
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica, Mazatian, end the
Bahamas. Go to SfudrnfCiry.com.
call 1 800 293 1443 or email
soiesa>studentcity.com

Spring Braah Inaanlty!
1 800 327 6013 or go to
«v.w inter Campus com Guaranteed
lowest prices' We're the best
Forget the rest' Fifteen years
eipcnenoc! Al destinations' Wanted.
representatrves and organuatrons.
Earn top $$$ Build resume!

Virginia

I he

HIIMKI
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Mv« lias h»cn

HEDI LED

Pkavr than- thit
infiiiiii.iiiiiii wiih uihi-r\.

(troup forming now.
5tt-UI9n

Services

Ibl In. SefJi 2H, 10:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m. in ihc P< lt-<llr
it.

Sexual Assault

I .,,,!..> I I. I

BIIHMI

has informed JMU thai they will
he (installable for the Blood
ririir iiBtuMon m HI. ftafl II,
IftOOaja -TMpm r>Oos\»ev

for more infiir mullein.
IIIJUU

i J.I
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Suhscripfions
to The Breeze

Adoption
Family wishes to adopt cifant. We
love parenttfig our daughter and
want to snare our lives w*h
another chad. Writ pay legal and
medical eipenses Please caa
Jack/Daw at 1800773*511

are Vailahle!
FBTOftl) •
third class mailings, or $75
H .law mailings.
you can rcrene an
enHnyetrot
The Hrttit'
Plem Nt-nJ you name.
chirrs* A piymrni |g

PAID M<;T. INTERNSHIPS
HIRSIMMKH'INi:
Nov. inrmiewinn aj JMI Belld
>«.ur(e*urr* BUI0¥«t$1JOOOitm
uiraner POMIIOIK r ■ I 11 h*
■ B linrnxU)

the Breeze
Jamci Madtum Uafteratrj
01,Aad
MSC6N3
Mjm^inhun;. \ \

">• " 1 llilinllli.il (Hi I. ,.1111

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31. 2001 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Don't miss out on this great deal!

568-6127

Buy a
subscription to
The Breeze for
your parents!
•

You can get an entire year of
The Breeze for only $30 for a
3rd class subscription or $75
for a 1 st class subscription!

Please mail your check and
the subscription address to:
The Breeze

James Madison University
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

«Hi
Bel

Rduertise in
The Breeze.
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SepfembeR 11th coos a honnfble bay
fon the United States. The thoughts of
evenyone at The Commons, South Vfeco anb
Stone Gate go out to the victims.
YOU Can heLp Che victims anb thein
famflfes by making a bonation to the
Red CROSS Disaster* Relief Fund. Donations
toflLl be accepteb at each pnopenty office.
The Commons, South Vieco anb Stone Gate tofll
match all donations mabe up until September
9.7th. On this bate cue cofll hold the
Welcome Back Pig Roast previously
planneb fon all JMU students.
PLease join us in hoping anb helping the ufctfms
of Ameuica.

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

Office Hours
I Mon-Fri 8:3oam-s:30 pm

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

1

*

.
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PAPA JOHN'S VALUE MENU
PIZZAS
CHEESE PIZZA
ONE TOPPING
GARDEN SPECIAL"

Small

Large

7.15
8.20
9.85

10.18
11.58
13.50

Extra
Large

12.65
14.35
15.70

Mushrooms, Black Olives.
Green Peppers & Onions

ALL THE MEATS'"

10.45

14.25

18.75

Pepperoni, Ham, Bacon.
Sausage & Ground Beef

10.45

14.25

18.75

Pepperoni, Ham, Onions.
Italian Sausage, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers 4 Black dives

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

1.40

1.70

2ND PIZZA DEAL
^

CHEESESTICKS
A greal lasling blend o( Papa John's Iresh dough,
100% real cheese, and our Special Garlic Sauce

BREADSTICKS
Delicious oven-baked slicks wilh plenty ol
Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce. Cheese Sauce.
and Pizza Sauce

5.00
3.70

Small

Large

Extra
Large

6.50

8.00

9.50

2ND PIZZA DEAL
Equal or Smaller Size (limil 3)
wilh Equal or Fewer Toppings

.39

Extra Pepperoncinis. Special Garlic Sauce.
Cheese Sauce, or Pizza Sauce
Coca-Cola'classic. Sprite* or diet Coke'
20 oz. Bottles t1.11

1.05

(6 Sauces)

5

$E99

EXTRAS AND
SOFT DRINKS

EXTRAS

THE WORKS™

BREADSTIX!

TOPPINGS
Ham
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Sausage
Ground Beel

Serving Harrisonburg &
James Madison University

,

,
UT*tfW«»f^M« Coupon flKW«
W *yt.
Rot .abd «ith any other offer
VaM onty •( participating location*
Custom* pays
all appicaUa safes tai
Addtbonai toppings extra
EIJWM

One Large
One Topping
$936
iir*dD*l>mYA'f Cotton fteajlnd

ORIOHAL OB riii CRUST w* RE AVAHAILI

Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
Onions

Black Olives
Green Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Banana Peppers
Pineapple

Customer pays all applicable sale* tax.

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

EipM* 10 da*. Not .1M •» an, ottw ckf
Vaad only at partaoahng. locatcm Cuworw payi
•II apptcabb) aaln tai
AOMonal loppings aim

5 FOR

$3Q00

702 E. Market Street

(Five Large One Topping)

433-PAPA
(433-7272)

lanaad De*ww> Ant • Coaxal Aaqureo'
(MKMU OS TUN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE
Eipim W lays. Not >a*d «h any othar otter
VaM orty at pntopaang kxinont Cullorw payi
al appbtabia Mi lai Addlonal nppngs extra

Use this chart to see what GE1CO
could save you on your car insurance.
1

YOUR CURRENT
COVERAGE

YOUR CURRENT
PREMIUM

Bodily Injury:
rer rerson
Per Occurrence

CAR1

Property Damage:

CAR1
CAR 2

Personal Injury Protection
or Medical Payments:

CAR1

Uninsured Motorists:
Per Person
Per Occurrence
Property Damage
Comprehensive (Your Car):
Deductible
Collision (Your Car):
Deductible

YOU SAVE

CAR 2

Per Occurrence

Per Person

GEICO PREMIUM

_.__

__

_

CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1
_

CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1

Emergency Road Service
CAR 2
Government Employees Insurance I o • GEK O General
Insurance Co. • GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casually Co
These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire Haihaway Inc
GEICO auio insurance is not available in MA or NJ. GEICO:
\sAshington, DC 2007o

GEICO SAVES YOU THIS MUCH....

$

Call GEICO today at 1-800-882-7222 for a free quote. We'll give you a line-by-line rate
comparison with your current coverage so you can see the savings. You can use your American
Express, MasterCard, VISA, Discover®Card or personal checking account for instant coverage.
For better service when you call, please have your current policy and all vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) and drivers license numbers handy.
Call 1-800-882-7222, 24 hours a day, for a great value on car
insurance. Or check the yellow pages for a local office near you.

C200I I.I.U. >

Dl R ECT
K Cut out dru/ keep in vnui walkl

X

Start building your credit history—mail your completed
Discover® Card application TODAY!

DISCOVER
CARD

'IHT"HTn"HTTIir"l
90S698861 30 NOIONIWIIM
69191 xoaod
H31N3D 9NISS3DOad aavD a'SAODSia
»NV9 il3AODSia
33SS3etaaV A9 QlVd 39 HIM 30VlSOd
30 NOIONIWIIM

IIVW

LVL ON ilWJBd

TIVW SSVDlSclld

Aidia ss3Nisna

saivis aaiiNn
3Hi Nl CJlllVW dl
AcJVSS3D3N
30VlSOd ON

9NISS3DOad Aimoiad-Hsna
2>V8S

Important Information:
Annual Percentage Rale
fof Purchases
17 97% fixed rale

Annual Percenloge Rate
for Cash Advances
22 99% fixed role

Grace Period for Repayment
of the Balance for Purchases

Method of Computing the Bounce
including new purchases1

MininKMi Periodic Finance Charge

Annuol Fee

25 days
when you pay your balance
in fuleocn month

Two-cycle Average Doiry Balance
(including new purchases)

$0 50

None

Cash Advance transaction fee finance charge: i% for each cash advance, with .1 minimum of $5
and no maximum. Late payment fee: $29 if payment not received by the payment due date.
Ovcr-thc-crcdit-limit fee: $29.
The Discover" Card is issued by Discover Bank. Member FDIC.
About ( aslibaek Bonus' Awards: Your annual (ashback Bonus award is up to 1%, paid yearly,
based on vour annual level and type of purchases. Fur purchases made at warehouse clubs vou will
earn a find rate ul 2S% (.0025). I'lease call (IKK)) I47-789A or visit Discovercard.com for I list
of these merchants. You will receive complete Cashliack Bonus lerms and Condition with your Clld.
TTiis Account is only for personal, family and household purposes. It is not for business or commercial purposes.
You auihon/e us to obtain a consumer report Irom consumer reporting agencies in considering this
application, and for the purpose of an update, renewal, extension ol credit, res lew or collection 01 sour
account. l*|)on your request, we will inform you of the name and address of each consumer reporting
agency from which we obtained a consumer report relating to you. After credit approval, each applicant
shall have the right to use this Account to the extent of any credit limit that we set, and each applicant
III.IV IK. liable for all amounts of credit extended under this account to any joint applicant. The applicant.
if married, may apply for a separate account. This offer supersedes all prior offers. Minimum
Household Income of$l5,(KX) required for any Discover' Card Account unless you .ire ;i full-time student.
You are pa willed to have only one Discover Card Account Accordingly, if you already have a
Dbcovcr Card Account or have recently applied for one and are waiting to receive it. vou will not lie
eligible fin this offer. You may not close an existing Discover Card Account and accept a new one in

order to receive the terms of this offer. You agree to the terms of the ( ardmember Agreement which
will IK* sent with the Card. You also agree that the (jrdniemlier Agreement and vour Account are governed
by Delaware and applicable federal law and that the Cardniemlier Agreement is subject to change
(including but not limited to increasing the rates and Ices)
NEW YORK RESIDENTS! New Wk residents may contact the New Yurk State Hanking Department
to obtain a comparative listing of credit card rates, fees and grace periods. Call (StMl) sIN-NX/wY
OHIO RKSIDKNTS: The ()hio laws against discrimination require that all creditors make credit equallv
available to all creditworthy customers, and that credit reporting agencies maintain separate credit histories
on each individual upon request. The Ohio civil rights commission administers compliance with this law.
WISCONSIN RESIDENTS: No agreement, court order or individual statement
applying to marital property will adversely affect a creditor's interests unless prim in the tune credit is
E ranted the creditor is furnished with a com of the agreement, court order, or statement, or has actual
nowlcdge of the adverse provision. Married Wisconsin residents must furnish the name and
address of their spouse to Discover Card at P.O. Box 1502 5, Wilmington, DE 19885-5025.
Internet Student Savings: Oilers available for a limited time. Restrictions apply.
Visit Disuivcrcard com tor details.
All ACCOUNT TERMS AND CHARGES DISCLOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS
OF THE PRINTING DATE, BUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE TO FIND OUT WHAT MAY HAVE
'
CHANGED AFTER THE PRINTING DATE OF JUIY 2001, WRITE TO US AT
P.O BOX 15410, WILMINGTON, DE 19886-0820

STUDENT

BBH

APPLICATION

J
^

i

^

D!SC*VFF
bon oiib 20in
L

No Annual Fee
Competitive APR
Online Account Management
Cashback Bonus' Award
on Every Purchase

Build Your Credit History
with America's #1 Credit Card
for Online Shopping!*

Check out Discovercard.com/student.
K.mki'il l>\ individual issuer according i<» Brittain Vsaociates, Inc.

WIBE

